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MARVELOUS CAKES
AND COOKIES
And all those delicious delicacies
that everyone loves—Jellies, too,
and Pirkles. Doughnuts, Home
Made Bread and Hot Rolls. Oh.
boy, such Rolls!
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Commission’s Hand
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oples three
I
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cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was estab
lished In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was
established and consolidated with the
Oazette In 1882. The Free Press was
established In 1855 and in 1891 changed
Its name to the Tribune These papers
consolidated March 17. 1897.
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The worst men often give the <•
— best advice —Bailey
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BARGAIN BASEMENT

WE WANTERKNOWI

SALE
MEN’S SHAKER SWEAT
ERS ................................... S2.I9
MEN’S COAT SWEATERS 2.19
BOYS’ SLIP-ON, wool,
............................ ........ 1.29, 1.49
BOYS' KNICKERS, wool
and corduroy ..................... 1-39
BOYS’ LONGIES
1.69, 2.39
MEN’S RAYON HOSE
.19
MEN’S WOOL HOSE
.23
MEN’S HEAVY WOOLS
J4
MEN’S WORK HOSE, 2 for 25
-o
XMAS TIES
33; 2 for .65
MEN'S HANDKER
CHIEFS .................. 3 for 25
o
-o
XMAS SHIRTS, white and
fancy ............... ................... .98
o
■ o
XMAS MUFFLERS
.59. .69

BARGAIN BASEMENT

ADVERTISING FOR BIDS

Civic League Meets

THREE-TJMF.S-A-WEEK

♦

Burpee & Lamb, Inc

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, December 1, 1938

Carrot Mincemeat
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Has any of the older women a
recipe for carrot mincemeat?
Mrs. S.
Owl’s Head, Nov. 28.
A sensational bargain—limited
number, while they last. Regular $35
sludlo couches will be sold at $19.95.
See them on our show room floor.
PPerfect, standard mdse., and what
a bargain. Stonington Furniture
Co. 313-325 Main St., Rockland.—
adv.

Cows of America have been un
usually generous in their yield of
milk during this year and have
made good butter not only plentiful
but cheap. The nation-wide sale
starting Dec. 8 makes good butter
so low in price that you can afford
Ito use it without skimping.

OUR THANKS TO YOU
To the danre lovers who have made Lakehurst's season so highly
successful, we extend thanks for the season just closed, and a
welcome for the spring dances of 1939.

The Maine Christian Civic League
has voted* to sponsor legislation at
the coming session of the Maine
law-makers which “would give the
State Liquor Commission the power
to refuse the granting of liquor or
malt licenses.’’
Rev Frederick W. Smith superin
tendent of the League, said a ruling
last spring by Attorney General
Franz U. Burkett provided that the
State Liquor Commission could not
withhold a license from an appli
cant tf he complied with conditions
set down specifically in the law.
Mr. Smith said the question arose
when applications were made for 11censes to dispense malt beverages
or liquors at places located just over
the town lines of communities
which had voted “Dry.'’ When the
Commission hesitated to issue the
licenses the Attorney General's rul
ing was called for, Mr. Smith said.
Holding its annual meeting in
Waterville Tuesday the League
elected J. H. Crowell of Houlton,
president; Rev. Mr. Smith of
Waterville, superintendent; W. H.
Bowden of Winslow treasurer; and
Kenneth J. Smith of Waterville,
secretary.
A proposal to restrict districts
where malt beverages be sold was
left with Mr. Smith for development
and the League voted to sponsor
legislation restricting sale of all beer
within 300 feet of a school.
Directors of the Anti-Saloon
League of America named were
Rev. Mr. Smith. Mr. Crowell and
honorary directors Dr. Wilbur F.
Berry and Dr. C E. Owen, both of
Waterville.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Volume 93.................. Number 144.

WILL ERECT A FACTORY

North Haven To Have New Public Library— Rockland Will Then Be In Position To Enter
Other Island Matters
tain Industrial Proposition

The mayor of North Haven was a and they represent about threeIn anticipation of an industry tions which the new corporation
caller at The Courier-Gazette office quarters of the valuation of a very which may come tomorrow, or has under consideration.
which may not come until another - The local business men who are
yesterday, the title being one which nice and very fortunate town.
* • • •
year, public spirited Rockland concerned with this new under
is frequently bestowed upon the
At the boat shop of J. O. Brown citizens have formed a corpora taking have found ,their incentive
chairman of the Board of Select
men, an office which John B. & Co., Manager Foy W. Brown Is tion known as Knox Industries, in the negotiations which have
Crockett has faithfully occupied building for his own use a power Inc., which has for its principal been quietly in progress for sev
boat more than 30 feet long which purpose the erection of a building eral weeks .with a concern out
for a number of years.
Mr. Crockett’s visit yesterday will enable him to handle more capable of housing some large in side of New England which would
eventually employ between 300
was in connection with the pro passengers than his present boat dustry.
The corporation is capitalized and 400 persons and,which stands
posed Public Library, bids for which does. Foy Is Improving the winter
are now being advertised for the days, and the new boat will be In at $100,000, the par value of the ready to pay $6000 a year as a
rental for a .factory which would
** t0 C06t ‘‘PP™1™*1* the water in season for spring i shares being $10.
Leforest A. Thurston, former be approximately 60x235 feet in
$20,000, and is made possible to the service.
mayor of the city, and now presi size, four stories high, and pro
grateful residents of the town by
• • • •
a WPA grant of $9000. for which ] Extensive repairs are being made dent of the Chamber of Com viding 56,000 ,square feet of floor
Selectman Crockett has worked as- on the swimming pool on the Vinal merce, is president of the con space.
The corporation still lacks
slduously since last July, and pub Haven side. The work is being cern, Charles A. Emery is treas
urer, Charles T. Smalley is clerk about $3000 of the desired amount
lic subscriptions amounting to the done by Leslie Dickey.
and H. P. Blodgett, Wilbur F. for going ahead, and plans to build
balance.
Senter, Elmer B. Crockett, Morris a factory whether the present ne
Active in the raising of the lat
B. Perry and Charles H. Berry gotiations succeed or fail.
ter fund were Robert Wheelwright.
are directors.
The greatest handicap to secur
H. Daland-Chandler (architect).
The Central Maine Power ing a new industry is the lack of
Mrs Winlock of Boston, Mrs Liquor Commission Takes
TJwlght W. Morrow of Englewood.
Action On Several Places Company, always at the fore suitable quarters. It is believed
front in jhe endeavor to secure that if Rockland is equipped for
N. J., and Mrs. Winsor of Boston
Including
Rockland
worthwhile
industries for this sec business, business will come.
These summer folk have worked
tion has volunteered a four acres
A decision is to be reached Sat
shoulder to shoulder with Select
An Associated Press despatch from
tract in a .very desirable location. urday with reference to the .in
man Crockett.
Augusta says:
This, however is one of four loca dustry now under contemplation.
The building will be located at the
The Maine State Liquor Commis
corner of Main and Church street sion Wednesday said it had revoked
in North Haven village. Work will four malt beverage licenses and sus
a member of the State Police force
begin under the terms of the grant. pended five others following hear
and a fine looking official.
Dec. 24. and must be completed by ings on complaints Its regulations
Next week the Rockland Lions
Hear Clerk of Courts Grif Club holds an evening session with
July 1940. local labor to be utilized had been violated.
as far as possible. The building will
Permits revoked were those of
fin Explain Method of guests from Vinal Haven. Camden
be a one-story brick structure of Louis H. Dutil of Dutil’s Inn, Au
and Waldoboro. The district gov
Drawing Jurors
Colonial style, and will be painted gusta; Roy L. Bennett and Peter
ernor will be present.
white—an establishment of which Gardiner, both of Caribou; Frank E.
Lions who are here during the
How jurors are selected, and a
the town is certain to be proud.
afternoon,
will have free admission
Dyer of Peggy's Lunch, Rockland. glimpse at their duties, was de
Meantime there is being added to
Licenses were taken away for the scribed to the Rockland Lions Club at Strand and Park Theatres, and
From Knox Hospital comes the North Haven's summer colony a new remainder of the year, Dec. 31, were: yesterday by Milton ,M. Griffin, an escorted by Lions E. Stewart Orword that John J. Wardwell is im- cottage which is being built for
Esta Brenner of the Spanish Villa. especially qualified speaker in view beton will have the privilege of visit
proving slowly.
Mrs. Cunningham, daughter of the Emile Laverdiere of Pete's Cafe and of the fact that he is clerk of courts ing the State Prison. After the
well known financier. Thomas W. Delia C. Lavallee of Del s Cafe, all and one of the two members of the , evening session there will be bowl
Lamont. It is located on the North of Lewiston; Raymond H. Tibbetts jury commission.
ing at the Community Alleys.
Shore of North Haven, and is being of Tibbetts' Sandwich Shop. Rock
Mr. Griffin says he’s no story j The Rockland Lions are asked to
constructed by O. D. Lermond & land; Diana Ouelette of Albert's res teller, but he pulled off a couple of 1 attend in force.
FRIDAY, DEC. 2
Son.
taurant, Brunswick.
drolly-told anecdotes yesterday and
G. A. R. HALL
In this connection it is interest
got a proper hand.
ing to note that North Haven has
An important drill meeting will
Under the former system of se
BEANO IN THE EVENING
approximately 50 summer cottages. be held Friday night. It is hoped lecting jurors lt was left with the
all officers of Miriam Rebekah municipal officers and in some In “Apron String Revolt” Will
Lodge will make an effort to be stances did not work out satisfac
Be Staged On December
present as the lodge goes to Union torily.
8 and 9
Monday night to work the degree.
The Legislature provided for Jury
Everybody'* talking about
The time is 7 o'clock.
Commission whose duty Is to visit
The cast of the senior class play,
the various towns in the county. "Apron-String Revolt” to be pre
sented Thursday and Friday. Dec.
8 and 9, includes the following
characters: Mrs. Elizabeth Holt, an
attractive young widow, is Kath
erine Rice who played Anne of
Oreen Gables so charmingly last
year. Her son, David Holt, played
by Joseph Dondls. is the one-boy re
volt around which the play revolves.
Felice iPerry plays Annabelle Mad
den. Elizabeth's childhood friend.
The role of a neighbor, Mrs. Al
den. is taken by Maxine Perry.
Inez Bowley portrays a very Irish
, *22.05 G. E. Radio Fiv« Tubes
cleaning woman (Mrs. Lanigan,
Jean Clukey, who will be remem
• *0.05 Miller I. E. S. Lamp
bered as "Giggling Josie Pye" in last
• *3.50 Hotpolnt Toaster
year's (junior production. Is Mary
Lou. a 14-year-old. Henry Fenstermacher. David's coach with an un
usual interest in Mrs. Holt, is played
|
$1.61 monthly
by William Weed, Miss Martin re
porter for “The Blade" and Mr
Wade, reporter for “The Gazette"
A droll story-teller is Milt
are portrayed by Patricia Hall and
(If you prefer to pey cash—$27.95)
What's easier to give or nicer to
James Jordan. Harold Dondls will
receive than a cleverly designed and select a list of eligible persons. desert the movies for the (Western
ahlrt in a pattern he’s never seen These names, after being carefully Union as a messenger boy. The
tINE
CENTRAWMAII
considered, are placed in a box from grocery boy and the long arm of the
over a vest or in a window?
POWll^OMMkNY
which are drawn the required num law. Officer Clancey, arc James
ber of names, four or five weeks in Hamilton and Oeorgc Robishaw re
And that's the sort of shirts we’re
advance of a Superior Court term. spectively.
talking about in the same breath The number of names to be drawn
144pl—145rop
with economy.
Is not specified by the legislative
PARK THEATRE
act, except that they shall be in
W'e have a special feature shirt at proportion to the population In
At 4 o’clock this afternoon the
Knox County the Commission'
$2.50 that you'll vow are $3.50
l'hri*tma* Special - - on Sale Friday
Park management will run a special
draws four from Rockland, three
value. Our offer lets you give
children's matinee on "Tarzan
and Saturday ONLY at tbi* price!
from Camden and one each from
Escapes.’’ This is in line with the
more shirts . . . and the "hims” the other towns.
policy of giving the youngsters an
sing praise about this.
Formerly constables served the opportunity to view motion pictures
venires, but now the notices are sent of special merit of which the Tarzan
W’e'll particularly enjoy showing by registered mail, and if they arc series is a splendid example.
these patterns to the young lady disregarded the persons receiving
In the Friday-Saturday feature.
them are subject to a fine of $20 "Prairie Moon," singing Gene Autry
who had about decided to put the
for contempt of court. Many of the
same amount of money into recipients file the notices away is at his musical, hard riding best,
righting wrongs and living through
(Made hy General Electric)
something not as important.
and some forget them, and for the high adventure to the accompani
latter there is apt to be a sharp ment of his delightful tenor voice.
reprimand when Court sits.
Features—
Smiley Burnett provides the rollick
When the names are drawn the ing comedy element and there are
• I’yrex bowls
date of service Is printed on the bad men a plenty—adv.
Christmas Neckwear
back, and the same parties cannot
• 7-cup capacity
serve again for three years.
$1.00 to $2.50
Legally exempted from Jury serv YOUR FAVORITE POEM
• Complete with cord
ice are quite a number of individu
THE SKATERS
als. among them State and Federal The winter moon is swinging high.
Pajamas
Regular Value $3.95
The river sleeps below;
officials, county officers, settled
<£*£.50
The ermine hills In silence lie
ministers
of
the
Gospel,
bank
offi

Beneath the gleaming snow:
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
$1.00 to $5.00
through the night no longer
cials, physicians, nurses, lawyers, Hark! dumb
The sleigh bells tinkle clear:
constables and all persons over 70
The skaters come with merry hunt
years of age.
Leather Travel Cases
Of laughter and good cheer.
There are two branches of jury A symphony of ringing steel
i service in the Superior Court trav And happy, lilting song;
graceful forms that slowly
erse jurors, drawn each term of Young,wheel.
1 court; and grand Jurors drawn once Or swiftly speed along;
A flaming bonfire's ruddy glow
Another Ideal Gift at a Big Saving!
a year.
,
Against the sliver moon;
The
low that lovers know—
A guest at yesterday's meeting Andaccents
midnight all too soon.
144pl—145rop
wa« John de winter of Thomaston
—John Men'll) Hull-

Beer Licenses

Rockland Lions

Sale, Fair, Supper

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
144‘lt

Senior Flay Cast

PUBLIC NOTICE
ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER XLIV

An Ordinance relating to vehicles left standing
in streets during the time snow is being removed.
Be it Ordained by the City Council of the City
of Rockland as follows;
Sec. 1. No vehicle shall be left without a driver
in any street in which snow removing machinery is
in operation, or while snow is being removed by
any means.
Sec. 2. Any provisions of the Ordinances Regu
lating Traffic, defining time of parking or standing,
on streets from which snow is being removed shall
be superceded by this ordinance during the time
snow is being removed.
Sec. 3. Any vehicle left without a driver in any
street during the removal of snow shall be moved
by employes or officers of the City at the ex
pense of the owner.
Sec. 4. Any person in charge of any vehicle
who leaves it without a driver in violation of the,
terms of this ordinance, shall be punished by a fine
of not more than fifty dollars.

E. R. VEAZIE, Mayor.

February 1, 1937.
143-144

Our Christmas

Bargain Package
Appliances

You Save

Give more shirts.

All for *1 Down

These prices let

you do it.

if

CHRISTMAS.
CARDS IQ
Vtourf
>\

We have the largest-ever assortment of Personal
Christmas Cards for your inspection at this office,

priced at only—

20 for $1.00

25 for $1.00
50 for $1.00
and the better class of cards at prices

exceptionally low

These Prices Include Name Printed On Each Card
,

Smarter than ever . . . and yet . . . for all their warm cheer
. . . quality papers and matching envelopes . . . they come to you
smartly boxed at price ranges from 20 for $1.00 to 50 for $1.00.
Postage 10 cents extra.

Don’t wait! 1 Cojne now while the selection is large.

Samples on display at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
iMdkStStMkMlMtMaMtMtMtMtftMMhMlWlMlHMOdHl

“The Black Cat”

SIMPLEX

Coffee MAKER

Only

GREGORY’S

By The Roving Reporter

Elmer E. Allen, one of our versa
tile St. George contributors, who
knows that it is no snap doing three
columns of Black Cat each week,
contributes this one:
During the last eclipse of the moon
many people of Tenant's Harbor
were looking at the wonderful prenomenon. A young boy was coming
down street, one of the bystanders
said: “Say. boy, look at the eclipse
of the moon." "What's that?" asked
the boy. “Don't you see the moon
Is covered." "What with?" asked
the boy. “A shadow," said the per
son. “Who did that?" asked the
boy. “Why, the earth Is between
the sun and the moon and that
makes the moon dark." “That's too
bad; no more fun by moonlight,”
said the boy.

Noting occasional reference to old
newspapers, in “The Black Cat" col
umn, Elmer reminds me that he has
a New York Herald of April 15. 1865.
giving a full account of the assassi
nation of President Lincoln and the
attempt on the life of Secretary
8eward and his son.
In front of me is a copy of the
Maine Farmers' Almanac for 1939.
color scheme unchanged since it was
first Issued 121 years ago. It is filled
from cover to cover with interesting
matter, not forgetting the “Winter
Evening Amusements." to which the
late Thomas H McLain of Rockland
was such a prolific contributor Still
in the game is "Milton." one of Mr.
McLain's long time contemporaries.
The use of brush and sods for
banking houses is still resorted to
by some persons, but I am inclined
to think that the custom is slowly
dying out. Devoting my Satur
day afternoon holidays to that task
I am afraid I could never quite sec
Its practicability, but there were
some recompenses and one of them
was the big brush fires we used to
have in the spring after the Frost
King had released the last branch.

If this sort of weather continues
perhaps there will be a schoolsleighride.
On a bleak winter night when the
chilled pedestrian is scurrying be
fore the icy blast, what comfort
emits from the wayside stand with
Its Coney Island whiff of .oaoted
frankforts and sizzling hamburgers
(with or without?) Yum, yum

It seems strange that no brilliant
composer has ever written a musi
cal score for that laminar chant
"So ftiany days to Christmas." It is
even amusing to conjecture the
suitable tempo: For the worried
shopper, a dirge; lor the literal
minded, a hymn: while for Young
America, those of the toy trains and
dollies, nothing short of a jig or a
reel!

Elizabeth Crozier of the Second
Grade beat the big storm to it by
a slim margin when she proudly
laid on the desk of her teacher,
Mrs. Clara Kelsey, two bright little
buttercups which she had picked on
Talbot avenue Just before the snow
drifts arrived. The posies were not
snowdrops—buttercups.
The bean barrels which gave rise
to the club of that name in Charles
C. Tibbetts' store, are getting along
In years. Other wise men sat upon
them when the barrels were in use
in the store conducted by “Charlie's”
father, the late C. M. Tibbetts.

The tops of the Main street elec
tric Jight poles blossomed forth
overnight with evergreen foliage,
such as we have seen there in for
mer years. It may have been Santa
himself, who did the job. but It
looked a lot like a man by the
name of Jones.
One year ago: Steamer Nordfarer, piloted by Capt. John G. Snow
went to Searsport to take on 10.000.000 pounds of scrap iron for ship
ment to Wales.—Col. Basil H. Stin
son was back from the big woods
with a 10-point. 175 pound buck.—
Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau was
among the high counties in the
membership race.—Mrs. Jerusha E.
Sargent died at Stickney's Corner.—
Alden F. Fettee. long time employe
of the telephone company died at
his home on Camden street.—Mrs.
George E. McLaughlin died at her
home in Walker place.

Every-OtHer-Day
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THOMASTON BASKETBALL

A HOLIDAY TRIP

The Courier-Gazette

Due to last minute plans the Bow-

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

TALK OF THE TOWN

Well, we're miles from our native town. doin Indies will meet the Thomaston
In Saturday's report of the
That the man of God he perfect Strunded here by depths of snows.
Cared for by friends of kind renown
Pekes at Thomaston tonight. There Thanksgiving services of tlie First
thoroughly furnished unto all good In this City of Melrose.

will also be a game between the Gil- Church of Christ, Scientist, a typoWith my other half and grand
man High Junior Varsity and tlie , graphical error appeared substltutchildren. Eleanor and Clarissa Mil „
ing the word ‘'corrective" for "correiI .. „ .
,
. ..
lative in reference to the reading
Happiness Package ler, with sky clear and roads clear Thomaston Jayvees.
Bowdoin will be playing its open- from thp Christian Science Text
as in any time of year. I started
'The expected package is a thrill from home 930 o'clock, aiming for ing game and hopes to pin a defeat i book
------—the surprise package is a climax ’ this city as the goal where I had on the High School lads. In the,
Miss Corbett, city matron, says
Every individual can think of nu planned to spend Thanksgiving and Eowdoin lineup will be some well
merous places where a surprise the weekend. Had one of the most known stars: "Gilley'' Gilman, there is a t)ig demand for bedding,
quilts and blankets. One does not
mystery package would be most ac pleasant trips ever taken, with j Johnny Knowlton. Ed. Fisher. Dick
feel happy, when children are lying
ceptable this Christmas.
Loved
Eleanor as chauffeur. However, the Adams. Don Horsman. Frank Com- cold at night, when perhaps there
ones away from home who remem
road was so tempting the indicator ' cry. and Brad Jealous. Last year are plenty of old quilts stored away,
ber longingly of childhood goodies,
| the Indies won by a close score and benefiting no one but the moths.
candies. cake3, jellies and jams that 'several times crept over the top of
Mittens are needed by the dozen.
would be thrilled to receive a Hup- I the dial, when a word of caution arc in hopes of making it two
Phone the mayor's office, or 1183-M
i
straight.
piness package from the old home was necessary.
after 5 p. m
Arriving here I was cordially re
and would in return reciprocate by
The Peke.-, won their first game
sending 'city' things to those back ceived by m.v whilom friends. Rev. 1 of the season last night by defeating
"Commodore" Isidor Gordon is
home . . Let's start a Happiness and Mrs. Wesley Wlggin and Prof. I Union 24 to 17 ano will try to make I very busy these days on tlie latest
Package movement the week before Cscar Storcr and Ills accomplished It two in a row.
addition to his fleet, steamer Vinal
Christmas . . . and keep it for daughter. Elizabeth. Thanksgiving
Oilman High Junior Varsity Haven. Tlie old craft is being
all the years to come. Can you dinner was put over at Oscar s with champs of Ilanccck County Second i
n( hw
fll T1Hson,s
tliink of any bigger dividends than a turkey tlie siae of which made a Teams last year, will be opponents whftrf and ]atpr (bp bousps wi„ bp
the return from an investment on conspicuous mound among the va- for the Thomaston Jayvees and this
lifted off. intact if possible, and
a Happiness Package, this Christ- riety of other edibles surrounding Is apt to be the standout game Of'
tlie boiler and engine removed.
mas. sent as a surprise to some- it. I: was a feast long to be re- the evening. Gilman has a veteran
club and will display some clever I
one who will receive the thrill of membered.
a lifetime from it? If the Silver- j Had planned to return home. basketball. Fans should plan to see
Jubilee of Parcel Past ci.d little more Sunday, but on account of the storm this club in action.
than inaugurate this movement as a and warnings over the radio and j First game will start at 7 30.
national observance of Christmas, telephone it was deemed wise to re- I Charlie Wotton will officiate
would it not be a contribution of main in my comfortable quarters
untold value to American life? for another day or when the roads
EAST LIBERTY
Would you send a Happiness Pack were thought to be practicably safe.
J D. Watt of Halifax County, N
age? Would you like to receive one? Among the 10 available churches
Always Sniffling... 1
lor worship in the city I chose the S. and his son of Fryeburg were
As a surprise
Can't Smell ...Can't
denomination to which I pledged ai- j recent callers at George McLains..
/ Tasto ... Can't Enjoy
\/ Z Anything... Can't Breathe
The firm that doesn’t, advertise legiance in early youth—the M F. Mr. Watt was a former employe of
Are you. too. asla veto the ccnntant drip, drip,
is like a merry-go-round without Church. Regardless of the severe the Monmouth Canning Co. in Lib drip of sticky mtipus trickhng down your throat
tine
’’ Is it spoiling your enjoyment of
storm the auditorium was well filled erty where he made many friends. life? t»Is cold
music.
its offensive choking making you feel
---------- out of a membership numbering
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Reynolds and miserable ail overt l>o you uake up in the ■
‘
morning with your nose and throat blocked with
I 1300. The thought obtained tnai i son Charles Of Beverly. Mass
. were atkky phlegm? Get some Meutkolatoim. Thu
»w»enf aiiectc at PU-ln Adorns'
is a comforting balm containing menthol, cam-,
if the other nine churches in the i recent guests at ElWin Aaams
phor. ami soothing oih. Tut a little in each
Erland Esancv Of Danvers. Mass.. • «w»tr4 and rub it <.athe throat and chestL Happy
iity pul over a program of worship
relief quickly follows. Mentholatum heme pre
j with like impetus, it ought to at' Mrs Irlene Esancy and son K
vent the gathering of mucus and aids in alearmg
i™«hin«. p«m-. lu..«xb.n* ypo.
least balance the opposite trend of neth and Miss Emma
Emma Hazen or spread
through’the? nose and throat reducing
: living.
Georgetown. Mass passed Thanks- ,
Mcsibulatwi today. Io >»ra ut tolua. uu».
Have been out helping clear the giving with Mrs. Elmer Davis.
paths from the "beautiful" snow?
| Something like the hock-weedbeautiful in color but often destrucI live in its effect. My weekly offer
ings of news items will be missing
this week, but our friend. Nellie W.
hope may be able to supply the
absentee's space.
W. R Walter
Melrose. Mass . Nov. 27.
work. 2 Tim. 3: 17.

s ARROLn

I ERfuME I
CUT RATE

WAKE UP

Boys and Girls you still have
time to become a member of
the SNOW WHITE JINGLE
CLUB and to enter the bij
Jingl? Contest with tlie swell
prizes.
Get an application
blank today from any store
that selLs NISSEN'S SNOW
WHITE BREAD and we will
send your Official Member
ship Button-Jingle Bock and
the Jingles you have missed.
Mail your application today.
NISSEN'S

Snow White
BREAD

The flavor of good butter in cook
ing has often been the secret of sue- I
cess for many famous chefs. Use I
butter in your home cooking, es
pecially now that it is the cheapest
in years.
—
For a Christmas gift, why not
choose a box of our Stationery for
men and women? With name and
address on sheets and envelopes or
monogram on sheets and address on
envelopes, priced at $100 to $130 a
box. We have some very attractive
boxes to select from at The CourierGazette office. Three-day service
guaranteed.—adv.
tf

(Opposite New Paramount Restaurant)

ROCKLAND, ME.

384 MAIN STREET,

(H. GERRISH, Dealer)

BUY NOW FOR
CHRISTMAS
MAIL NOW!

SHOP EARLY!

HARRIET HUBBARD AYER

Schick Razor
8 SCHICK BLADES
1 TUBE LIFEBUOY SHAVING
CREAM
2 CAKES LIFEBUOY SOAP

69c
A Limited Supply Only!

Beauty Kit
1
1
1
1
I

S2.50 Value
JAR LUXL'RIA CREAM
JAR MAKEUP FILM
JAR I UXl'RIA FACE POW'R
BOTTLE SKIN TONIC
EOT. PINK CLOVER PER
FUME

all for $1.00

BCY NOW!

Buy New! An Outstanding Value

Evening In Paris
Combination
BATH POWDER
EAC DE COLOGNE
$1.50 Value

<<We are pursuing this year the Gift Value Sen
sation Policy so successfully pioneered in 1937.
WATCH OUR WINDOWS

HARRIET HUBBARD AYER
Regular $3.75
VANITY
LIPSTICK COMBINATION

GIFTS THAT LAST
FOR MOTHER AND THE GIRL FRIEND

Watches, Rings, Pen and Pencil Sets, Manicure
Sets, Toilet Sets

$2.25

Complete Line of Costume Jewelry

Watches, Rings, Bill Folds, Travelling Sets, Pen
and Pencil Sets, Smoking Sets, Cocktail Sets
FOR THE HOME AND FAMILY

Percolators, Clocks, Book Ends, Cocktail Sets,
Silver, Flat and Hollow Ware, featuring
Holmes & Edwards
Inquire for Special Low Prices
Towle Sterling Silver

JEWELER

$1.49
Quantity Limited!

all for 89c
59c

EOc POND’S COLD CREAM, I ,
. ,
10c POND’S FACE POWDERboth tor

JifC

49c

1

TEL. 654-W

LOOK IN THESE BAGS FOR NEW IMPROVED PASTRY
METHOD —AND FOR A FLOUR THAT MAKES THE
FINEST PIE CRUST YOU EVER TASTED!

In simple foods — bread, biscuits, pies, plain
cakes —the goodness comes from the flour! Il
costs only >/2c more per recipe to use Pillsbury’s
Best Flour than to use the cheapest flour.

PILLSBURY'S BEST FLOUR

Pi ices Effective Through Saturday, December 3

A&P Quality Meats

Whitehouse Evap. Milk

PORTERHOUSE. SIRLOIN, BOTTOM ROUND,

4 MS

CUBE AND N. Y SIRLOIN

CTCAIfO
U I LHlXO

A&P Apple Sauce
CANS
LARGE
Rolled Oats SUNNYFIELD *»KG
L. CMiS
Morning Sun Peas
A&P Pears
2^
Potted Meats ARMOUR'S CANS

quality
STEER BEEF

SALT PORK
SUNNYFIELD SAUSAGE
CANADIAN BACON SLIC
DRIED BEEF
KIDNEY LAMB CHOPS
RIB LAMB CHOPS

PORK LOINS

HAMBURG

Creamery Butter
Heinz Ketchup
Cranberry Sauce SPRAY
Puritan Fruit Pudding 2
Armour’s Corned Beef
Armour's Roast Beef

X-°lb

Dole’s PINEAPPLE Gems
Vienna Sausage Armour’s
A&P Pineapple Juice
Reliable Wax Beans
Statler Toilet Paper

LB

LEAN

CANS
CAN

CAN

YORK

IMPFRIAL

3

CANS
NO 2
CANS

ROLLS

NO. 2

French’s Mustard
or
A&P Peaches SLICED
HALVES
PACKER'S LABEL
Pears

2V

Pink Salmon
Hormel's Spam
Four-Season Salt
Sunnyfield Rice Cereal
Kremel Dessert
3
Spaghetti AMSOE 4

7

LBS

2
5

25<

25*
LBS
9*
BASKET 25*
10
31*

24PS LB
BAG

25*
PKG
3*
CELLO.
BAG
5*
10*
25*

c#

IB

Dill Pickles
Cond. Milk WHITEHOUSE
Ammonia
Liquid Bluing
Rajah Cider Vinegar

PAPER

Soap Chips
Iona Cocoa
Swansdown Cake Flour
Crisco
Spry

LANG BRAND

QUART
BOT

QUART
BOT

10*
10*
5*
12*

TALL
CAN

POTATOES

Condor Coffee
2 Ta!0
QUART
JAR
Rajah Syrup
2 tB
Sultana Peanut Butter JAR
OZ
Ann Page Ketchup
2 HOTS
B<

We have a Complete Line of Yardley, Coty, Eve

SELF
SERVICE

25

Fresh Bread

5 IB
PKG
2 LB
PKG

3 LB
TIN
3 IB
TIN

29*
15*
23*
49*
49*

10'

LB
Preserves Ann^X!'*;or* JAR
15*
<*4 OZ
Stuffed Olives
JAR
17*
A&P Prunes
?klo1 25*
POUNO
Our Own Tea
PKG
39*

roasled
Eight O’Clock Coffee freshly
freshly ground

45*
25*
25*
25*

10*

QUART
JAR

U. S. No. 1 GRADED

When you purchase Maine grown potatoes
you help the Maine farmers. Serve potatoes
often. This is national potato week.

c Ec
QU

10 POUND 48*
BAG

COLDSTREAM

ooz

B

9‘
CAN
10*
2 JARS 25®
A NO. 2^
Z CANS Zl
"c°;n2 10*
CANS

14* Sunnyfield Wheat Cereal Tag0 5*
25 Furniture Polish SULTANA BOT 10*
15* Cut-Rite Wax Paper
roll 5*
27* Ivory Soap mec°akTe 5* 3^25*
19* Red Sour Pitted Cherries "CV 10*

CAN
A&P Whole Beets
NO. 2
A&P White Corn
3 CANS
NO. 2
Iona Peas
2 CANS
NO. '$
Sultana Tuna Fish
2 CANS
Sunnyfield Rolled Oats
5 I H
PKG

LB

2

25* Chatka Crabmeat
n?an' 23*
19* Canned Mackerel
3 CANS 25*
PACKER'S
25* Grapefruit Juice LABEL
19*
10* A&P Matches
6 BOXES T9*
1 9* Pacific Toilet Paper 6 ROLLS .9*

CANS

NO 2
CAN

LB

3
39c
10 "'ill?' 29c

Oranges
Grapefruit

3
2
2

57*

us

Babbitt’s Cleanser

Granulated Sugar

PIECE or STRIP

TANGERINES
CABBAGE
MUSHROOMS
ONIONS

CAN

2

STEAK

CORNEB HOCKS
SALT FISH BITS
SWORDFISH
SMOKED FILLETS
NO 1—LARGE
SMELTS
SCALLOPS
FRESH

Apples

19*
10*
21*
15*
*9*

1hooe

Silverbrook
lb 31c

Sunnyfield Family Flour

LEAN ENB SALT PORK
COTTAGE CHEESE
SPICED HAM
SAUERKRAUT
CALVES LIVER
BEE* LIVER

BACON

pkc 23s
Maltex Cereal
Dog Food STRONGHEART 4 CANS 19*
PHO 10"
Junket
3 ROLLS 23*
Statler Towels
1 LB
Holsum’s PEANUT Crunch glass Jar 21*

15*
15*
25*
35*
15*

N

02

4
PKG

SHOULDER LAMB CHOPS <
BACON SQUARES
SAUSAGE MEAT PURE PORK LB
PICKLED TRIPE
COTTAGE HAMS SUNNYFIELD
2 . TO 3 LB.' AVERAGE
FOWL

BAG

Others—Buy Now!

There's one “best way”
to add water to keep
pastry tender. Do you
know it?

ROCKLAND. MAINE

$1.00

ning in Paris, D’Orsay, Lucien LeLong, and Many

HDWD0

462 MAIN ST

PECK
100’s HALIBUT LIVER OIL CAPSULES

man were holiday guests of Mr. and
Mrs* William Taintor.
Philip Freethy is home from
Boston where he has had employ
ment.
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Freethy
passed Thanksgiving with Mrs.
Josie Dow in North Brooklin.

A&P brings its customers only food that measures up to our high
standards of quality—and offers these fine foods at the lowest possible
prices. To do this A&P has eliminated fancy fixtures—expensive del
ivery service—costly credit losses. We buy for cash and sell for cash—
and take a very small profit. Remember low price plus high quality
equals value—and you always get big value when you buy at A&P.
Come in today. EAT MORE good foods and spend less.

SELECTED

both for 39c

Leon Cousins of Sedgwick and
Shirley Staples were married last
week and are residing in the Staples
house.
John Allen, who is yachting
spent a few days recently with his
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Willington Red

Low Cost-High Quality
At A&P

STATE0F MAINE

60c ZONITE,
EOc BARCELONA CASTILE SHAMPOO,

75c NOXZEMA CREAM,

Is also a Featured Line
A small deposit will hold any article until
Christmas

Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Ramsdell
of Portland spent the holidays with
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stewart.
Miss Lindsey, teacher in the high
school went to Leeds to pass the
holiday with her family.
Mrs. Lawrence Cole entertained
at dinner Thanksgiving Mr. and
Mrs. Adelbert Anderson and family,
American Legion and Auxiliary Mrs. Grace Redman and family.
conducted a joint game party Tues Owen Anderson. Leo Pass and Mr.
day night at Legion hall. The door and Mrs. Albert Anderson.
prize went to Miss Frances Hanra- j Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cole motored i
han with specials going to Margaret Tuesday to Portland for a holiday
Bcwler. Ida Huntley. Myrtle Nelson, visit with thPlr daughter Thelma
and Melzine McCaslin.
Other who Is' training at ftie Eastern
awards were won by Bertha Higgins. Maine General Hospital.
Elizabeth Gregory, Edith Roberts. ' Mrs. Katie Hill Is spending a few
Wilhelmina Pettee. Mella Vose. Jen days with Mrs. Richard Giles in
nie Kaler. Emily Nelson Grace Han- ' North Brooklin.
rahan. Mrs. Ernest Knight, Clara I Prin Allen and family have
Watts, Mildred Sweeney, Pearl , moved here from Ellsworth.
Huntley, Elizabeth Phillips, Evelyn ( Edna Cutliff spent Thanksgiv
Cates Alvin Small, Syvia Snowman. ing with relatives in Sorrento.
Stanley Allen was awarded an 11Olive Staples. Sadie Griffin. Celia
Derby, Nettle Packard and Agnes pound turkey Tuesday in Ellsworth.
John Anderson Is scalloping with
Hooper.
Lawrence Cole.
Owen Flye is in Sedgwick to spend
Good butter Is so cheap that you
can afford to use it for cooking as the winter with Mr. and Mrs.
Kneavels.
well as on the table.

PRODUCER-CONSUMER CAMPAIGN
1
National Citrus Sale Serve Cltru-sFrults often

1 OUNCE
S5.06 Value
OF.II.LET. LA ROSE,
LILAS

50c JERGEN’S LOTION,
/
25c Jergen’s All Purpose Cream,)

BROOKLIN

Fresh Fruits & Vegetables

Coty Perfume

1.00 FITCH SHAMPOO,
50c FITCH SCALP BRUSH,

FOR DAD AND THE BOY FRIEND

KARL M. LEIGHTON

all for $1.10
BUY NOW!

BUY NOW

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS

ROCKLAND

Si.lit FACE POWDER
55c PERFUME
$1.65 Value

$1.10

*€

357 MAIN ST.

Evening In Paris

An advertisement on page 8 of
this newspaper carries word of the
immediate closing out of MansfieldButtner Co. whose store occupies
the southerly corner of Thorndike
Hotel block. Both partners have
gained many friends during their
residence in this city and the dis
solution of so high grade a firm oc
casions general regret.

3 LB
BAG

SODA
N.B.C. EXCELL
Crackers
B&M or Friend’s Beans2
Campbell’s Soups kind. 3
Soda Crackers HAMPTON 2

HOME STYLE

Owned ond Operated by The Great Allonltc & FacHic Tea Co

39'

CANS

CAN*

14*
27*
25®
15*

22^z15'

SELF
SERVICE
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Every-Other-Day

Al’s Smoke Shop has opened at
395 Main street, across from Car-'
ver's, with a line of tobacco, cigars,
cigarettes, confectionery and smok
ers’ supplies. The shop is clean
and new, a pleasant addition to
the street.
I

TALK OF THE TOWN

WOTTON’S

“COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
SHADOWS BEFORE”
Dec. 2 — Camden—Senior class play
“Lend k.. »'uUr Baby" at Opera House.
Dec. 3—Benefit food sale for Knox
Hosoltal at Mansfleld-Biittner Co.
Dec 6-b—Annual meeting of Maine
State Grange In Augusta.
Dec. 7—Annual Methodist Church
fair.
Dec. 8—Fair of Edwin Libby Relief
Corps at Grand Army hall.
Dec. 8 —Waldoboro— Garden Club
meeting
Dec 8 Owls Head— Entertainment
und fair by Owls Head Sewing Circle
Dec 8-9 — "Apron-String Revolt."
Senior play at Rockland High School.
Dec. »-Thomaston Federated Circle
F. ir In Congregational vestry.
Dec. 9 — Rockport — Senior class
comedy ' Romance for Three” In Town
hall.
Dec. 12—Concert by William Harms
ut Congregational Church.
Dec. 15—,Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's .league,
Jan 26-27 - Mid winter meeting of
Mulne Federation ol Women's Clubs In
Augusta.

XMAS SUGGESTIONS
IT’S TIME TO THINK OF CHRISTMAS—OUR STOCK IS IN—OUR STORE IS READY—WITH THE
FINEST ASSORTMENT EVER!
DOLLS, and all by Horsman
RUBBER DOLLS with layette of 16 pieces.................
LARGER RUBBER DOLLS with layette of 16 pieces
LARGE RUBBER DOLLS in hunk with full layette
Beautiful 14 inch
DOLL, cries, fully
dressed, eyes open
and closed ... $1.0(1
24 in BABY DOLL
fully dressed; a
real leader , . $1.98

BABY DOLUS,
with silk coats
$1.98

A Michigan car with a 1939 numlier plate was spotted yesterday by
Freeland Staples.

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. W ALDOBORO 100
Matinees Saturday and Sunday
and Holidays at 2.30. Additional
matinees when specified in pro
gram. Single evening shows
every evening at 8.00.
THl'RS.-FRI.. DEC. 1-2
RONALD COLMAN
BASIL KATHBONE
FRANCES DEE
in

“IF 1 WERE KING”
SATURDAY ONLY, DEC. 3
Matinee 2.30

Two Special Evening Shows 7*9
(Doors Open 6.15)
On the Stage an Outstanding
Group of Radio Entertianers
Direct from Station WOAN,
Portland's Columbia Hook-up

“THE
DOWN EASTERS”
(Breadcasting
at 8.00 A.
UNCLE LEM,
Ll'LU BELLE,

Every Week Day
M—WOAN)
BUD, CHARLIE,
JOE AND ABNER

The Press Herald says: Their un
usually extensive repertoire of cow
boy and hill-billy songs, their
cleverness In impersonation and Im
promptu humor have made many
rrlends for tlie Down Easters . . .
Every member of the orchestra Is
in himself an accomplished Instru
mentalist
The Boys." says
Uncle Lem ' are capable of taking
rolo-i
or playing together and
linishlng at almost the same time."

On The Screen
JANE WITHERS
in

“ALWAYS
IN TROUBLE”
Notice! Full Show 3 times
2.30, 7.00 and 9.00
Don't miss the First Stage Ap
pearance of (Uncle Lem and His
Gang in this locality.
SUNDAY ONLY, DEC. 4
BARBARA STANWYCK
HENRY FONDA
in

“A MAD
MISS MANTON”
Also March of Time No. 3
Widely publicized in "Life" and
other magazines for its sensa
tional subject—
“INSIDE THE MAGINOT LINE”
The only photographing privileges
ever extended to a foreign nation
were granted by the French Govern
ment to the American "March of
Time ” You will see actual photo
graphs taken In the world's most
impregnable Fort the French Maglliot Line.

MON.-Tl’ES., DEC. 5-6
We Present One of the Greatest
Action Stories Ever Filmed

“SUBMARINE
PATROL”
With a big all star cast including
Richard Greene, Nancy Kelly,
Preston Foster, Slim Summerville,
Jthn Cairidine. Henry Armetta,
George Bancroft and many others

BURPEE'S
MORTICIANS

We have (we be
lieve) the largest
and most complete
line of Dolls we
have ever shown.

TELS. 390 AND 781-1

3G1-3C5 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
119-tX

Entitles You To a

Dollar Package of Perfume
In Gardenia, Sweet Pea, Nonchalance, (hypre

The Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

MEDIUM
SERVICE
WEIGHT, 6 tin cad, 45 gauge,
$1.00
all silk from tip to toc

SEE HOW

SHREDDED WHEAT
is made:-

BATH ROBES

WEEK-END AND FITTED CASES
In Black and Brown, in all sizes, from
.
$2.98, $3.50, $3.98
AIRPLANE LUGGAGE, at .................................. $4.50 and $5.98
AND FITTED CASES, at
$5.98, $7.98, $10.95, $12.95 up to $20.00
Come and see the most pleasing gift a woman can have

We have in our Main Street Store a ma
chine direct from the factory for making
Shredded Wheat. Come in and see how
this popular cereal is made, all the way
from the wheat to the biscuit.

A regular $2.98 number; now
................................... ........ $1.98
PAIR ESMOND ROBES, also figured .......... „................... ....... 2.98
Six new styles in All Wool FLANNEL ROBES (beautiful
quality) ................................................................................... 5.50

CHILDREN’S DRESSES
All nrw styles and sizes, from 2 to 1G, at ...................... 1.06,
See the new CHILDREN’S HOUSECOATS, really astound
ing ..... .............................................................. ...... ..................

1.98

SALE AND DEMONSTRATION

1.98

ALL THIS WEEK
Tlie traveling between Thomaston Do not forget your Christmas ofRussell D. Bartlett and Charles
and Waldoboro has been mostly over fering to the hospital More money H. Lowe have bought the Log Cabin
bare ground the past two days.
is needed.
Filling Station on Park street, and
solicit tli? patronage of old and
Lloyd Kenniston is slowly im-! Isaac Kelley is acting as sub new customers.
proving after a very serious attack stitute manager at the Western
with pneumonia at Knox Hospital. Union office while Manager BertAt the Monday meeting of Blue
ram Gardner is having his vacation. Bonnet Troop of Girl Scouts prepThe annual meeting of King
„
-------Oration was made for exhibition
Tlie two snowstorms left plenty
Hiram's Council, No. 6. will be held
night, which takes place at 7 p. m.
Friday night at 7 30 o’clock. There of thank-you-marms in Main street. Dec. 5 at the Untversalist Church.
w.u be reports by the secretary and An army of snow shovelers was pry
An invitation is extended to all
j treasurer followed by tlie election ing out some of them yesterday. parents, friends and Boy Scouts.
of officers for the ensuing year.
-------_____
George Hill, manager of the Bos- Captain Trask urges a full attend
Senter Crane's faith in evergreen ton Bureau of the New York Herald ance of members.

The William Harms concert will
be held Dec. 12, at the Congrega
tional Church.
Memorial services for absent
brothers will be held at the Elks
Home Sunday afternoon at 4.30.

Nattily uniformed bell boys give
prompt service at the New Thorn
dike Hotel. Cliff Gardner and Da
vid Hyler are the young men in
question.
An extraordinarily attractive win
dow is the study in black and white
at Blackingtons. It is one of those
displays that improves with famili
arity, almost metropolitan in de
tail.

decorations is seen again this Tribune and World Wide Photo
The Federal
Communications
Christmas season in the excellent Service is an intense admirer of
Commission has granted modifica
arrangement on the front of the | St. George—so much so that he has
tion of coastal telegraph license to
department store. With five stars I bought from Lewis Barter the Midreduce hours of service of the Mac
' furnishing illumination it Is very j gard cottage at Wallston.
kay Radio and Telegraph Company.
1 effective at night
Troop 204 is holding its fall meetInc., at Thomaston, (WAG) one
A ski party to which all interested
hour and 20 minutes daily, operat ! ings with J. Alton Perry as assist
From Burnt Island Tuesday came [are cordially invited will start at
ing from 6.20 a. m. to 9 p. m.. EST. ant scoutmaster. Troop officers at
Carmlni Pecci who was injured by- [5.30 Sunday morning from the H. II.
; the present time are: Scribe. Rich
tlie collapse of a small bridge under I d ie Co. store with the Meguntlcook instead of 5 a. m. to!) p. m. as at ard Brown; treasurer. Ernest Har
(present.
which he was working. Dr. H. J'Mountain trail as the destination.
rington;
quartermaster.
Joseph
Weisman treated him for contusions | It looks like a grand time. A large
Pleasant Valley Grange conferred Wilkie; bugler. Carleton Wooster;
' and spinal injury at Knox Hospi [ size lunch should be taken along.
the first and second degrees on two I cheerleader, Ernest Harrington.
tal whither he was brought from
Richard Brown and
Tickets for the senior class play, candidates at Tuesday night's mep^- I patrol leaders,
Port Clyde by the Russell ambuElection
of
officers
Dec.
13
[Linwood
Young,
assistant patrol
ing.
"Apron-Strong Revolt,” to be given
I lance
Juvenile
Grange
will
meet
Saturday
leaders.
Richard
Thomas
and CarleDec. 8 and 9 aj the R.H.S. auditori
at 2 o'clock. Officers will make a ton Wooster. Plans have been made
A registered Guernsey cow and a um. are now on sale by the students.
for a hike Saturday. Previously
registered Guernsey bull have re Reserved seats will be checked at special effort to be present, as de
planned hikes have been postponed
gree
work,
and
inspection
takes
Chisholm's
confectionery
store
and
cently been bought from Norman B
because of rain and snow. At the
place,
weather
permitting.
Friday
[ Woolworth of Winthrop by W. M at the high school Dec. 7, 8, and 9.
last meeting, held in new quarters,
night
a
public
supper
will
be
served
Si H. W. Little of Rockland. The
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Hastings of I at 6 o'clock followed by beano at a troop Christmas good deed was
[cow is Clearview's Duchess Dorothy
discussed. The next meeting will
5C4.540 and the bull is Donna's Duke Gay street place have received word 7.30. Plans to attend the session qf
oe held on the regular meeting
Marne
State
Grange
Dec.
6,
7,
8.
in
from
their
son
Robert
who
was
re

of Clearview 2d 264833 according to
night Monday.
Augusta
have
been
made.
cently
transferred
from
the
C.C.C.
The American Guernsey Cattle
camp at Camden Hills to Alcova.
Club, Peterborough. N. H.
Wyoming. Cold weather had struck
"Valley of the Giants" is the fea that section of the country when
ture attraction at Strand Theatre, he wrote, but he forgot all about
today, tomorrow and Saturday. It that in anticipation of the turkey
305 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Is a story by Peter B. Kyne of the dinner lie was to have at the sher
OPENING
SPECIALS
fight to preserve the giant redwoods iff's home on Thanksgiving Day
of California. It is one of the. most witli a nice girl from Casper (32
1 Lb. Tins George Washington..................... 57c
impressive productions ever filmed miles distant) to keep him company.
All
5c Candies and Gum........................3 for 10c
in technicolor depicting love, graft., Bob hasn't forgotten how to use
Cigarettes,
popular brands................... 2 pkgs 25c
corruption, legal trickery and plenty the mitts and will figure in a box
Granger
or
George Washington...... 3 pkgs 25c
[of outright physical violence. The ing exhibition in Ca'per soon after
Also Ice Cold Tonics, Ice Cream, Pipes and Cigars
cast is headed by Wayne iMorris, Christmas.
Claire Trevor and Charles Bickford
The New England Conservatory
E. S. Clark of Phoenix. Arizona of Music returns to WAAB, for a
has the editor's thanks for a sou weekly broadcast of concerts. The
venir edition of the Phoenix Ga- programs will be broadcast Tues
i zette. a massive publication issued days from 3 to 3.30 p. m. each week,
in connection with the Fray Marcos and will include performances by
de Niza 400th anniversary celebra students, members of the Faculty,
tion. Marcos de Niza was the first and by the Conservatory Orchestra,
white man to step upon Arizona Wallace Goodrich. Conductor. Ad
soil, and the Arizona of today ap vanced students will be heard in
parently has the same unshaken concertos, arias, etc., there will be
faith in Its future that the Fran individual recitals by members of
ciscan padre had. four centuries ago the Faculty, by students, and by
The Quality of QUAKER FEEDS Waa Never
Reading the Phcenix Gazette one graduates; also ensembles for wood
is impressed with the tremendous wind instruments, and string quar
Questioned—Fully Guaranteed
industrial activity of the State, and tets and trios. These concerts will
with the splendid job the newspaper be of particular interest to stu
FUL-O-PEP SCRATCH GRAIN, 25 lb bag 54c
dents of music and to former stu
has done.
FUL-O-PEP EGG BREEDER MASH,
dents of the New England Conser
BORN
vatory of Music.
25 lb bag 68c

AL’S SMOKE SHOP

Quaker Feeds
DAIRY AND POULTRY
ON SALE AT BOTH OUR MARKETS

Ames—At Rockland, Nov. 20. to Mr
end Mrs. Lyford Ames, a son—George
Weston
Benner—At South Thomaston Nov.
29. to Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Benner, a
daughter.
Fdgar—At Rockland. Nov. 20. to Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Edgar, a son—
Ralph.

A sensational bargain—limited
number, while they last. Regular $35
studio couches • 'ill be sold at $19.95.
See them on our show room floor.
PPerfect, standard mdse., and what
a bargain. Stonington Furniture
MARRIED
Co. 313-325 Main St., Rockland.—
Melgard-Dow — At Chicago. Nov. 15.
Earl F Melgard of Chicago and Mar adv.
garet Dow of Thomaston

DIED
Hamilton—At Rockland. Nov. 29. Lena
Hamilton,, aged 48 years. 9 months. 12
days. Funeral today at 2.30 from resi
dence, 105 Broadway.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my neighbors anti
friends for the many beautiful flowers,
gifts, cards and fruit received while
a patient at Knox Hospital; also the
Doctors and nurses for their kindnesses
and efficient service.
Mrs. Nellie Staples
Rockport

9n a..

Ambulance Service
•

Ambulance Service

SERVICE WEIGHT, seven
thread. 42 gauge; silk plated
foot ........................................

This Coupon and 39c

Our regular $1.15 number,
called Davencrepe ringless,
$1.00
now

HAIR DOLUS in
all sizes at—
$1.98, $2.98, $3.98

Robert Fillmore, the blind book
agent, is selling Maine Farmers' Al
manacs to his local trade. Has
been at that game a good many
years, and always gets a friendly
greeting.

HUMMING BIRD HOSE—the perfect gift
(with hosiery boxes free)

Jefferson Townsend Club will
serve a New England supper at the
Garnge hall, South Jefferson Fri
day night at 6.30. Entertainment
and dancing will follow at Boynton’s
dance hall. There will be two good
speakers who will give up to the
minute developments as to the
Townsend Plan. All members of the
many Townsend Clubs are urged
to attend. Tlie public is invited.

Senter Crane Company

A great new 3 thread, triple
thread, reinforced heel and
quadruple reinforced toe

BABY DOLUS,
with wooly coats
$1.98

An enlarged portrait ol tlie late
Deputy Marshal Walter J. Fernald
may be seen at the office of City
Marshal Arthur D Fish. The mem
ory of that popular and faithful
official will outlive the picture.

The children of Grade II of the
Tyler Building donated a splendid
assortment of canned goods, pump
kins. squash, apples, etc., their con
tribution toward helping someone
to a happier Thanksgiving. Tlie
goods were delivered to Miss Cor
bett, who distributed them to sev
eral deserving families. Mrs. Addie
Rogers is the teacher, and it was
through her efforts and thought
fulness, that the children of her
class fell in with the “help others"
proposition.

HOSIERY, by Davenport
S1.9K
2.96
3.50
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CARD OF THANKS

The committee In charge of last
night's benefit supper at the Owls
Head Town hall Is delighted with the
generous response given by the towns
people and the very generous assist
ance received from Rockland mer
chants and other citizens. The affair
was n complete success.
•

The Committee

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

BIG EGG LAYING MASH,

25 lb bag

59c

FUL-O-PEP SCRATCH GRAIN, 50 lb bag 1.04
FUL-O-PEP EGG BREEDER MASH,
50 lb bag 1.24
BIG EGG LAYING MASH,
50 lb bag 1.05
SUGAR SCHUMACKER FEED, 100 lbs
16% DAIRY RATION,
100 lbs
20% DAIRY RATION,
100 lbs
24% DAIRY RATION,
100 lbs
BIG EGG LAYING MASH,
100 lbs
FUL-O-PEP SCRATCH GRAIN, 100 lbs
FEEDING CORN MEAL,
100 lbs
CRACKED CORN,
100 lbs
HEAVY LARGE POULTRY OATS,
2% bu
FUL-O-PEP EGG BREEDER MASH,
100 lbs

1.49
1.53
1.71
1.76
2.01
1.84
1.40
1.40

1.53
2.36

THE PERRY MARKETS

PORK CUT FROM NATIVE PIGS
Raised in Knox Cunty

NATIVE ROASTING PORK
NATIVE PORK STEAK
NATIVE FRESH SHOULDERS
NATIVE FRESH BACON
HOME MADE SAUSAGE

lb

23/

lb

29/

lb

18/

lb

15/

lb

21/

w
i riwin
i WESTERN
m
CUT
FROM QUAUTY
BEEF

STEAKS

SIRLOIN,
PORTERHOUSE,
RUMP,
ROUND,
CUBED,

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

21c
25c
29c
29c
25c

CHUCK ROAST,
<-ean economical cuts
BONELESS POT ROAST,

pound 15c
pound 23c

ROASTING PORK,
PORK CHOPS,
HAMBURG STEAK,
STEWING BEEF,
BACON, strip or piece,

pound 20c
pound 21c
pound 15c
pound 19c
pound 23c

GORTON CODFISH,
1 pound box 23c
FANCY SALT MACKEREL,
pound 15c
GORTON’S Ready to Fry FISH CAKES,
2 tins 25c
SALT HALIBUT FINS,
pound 15c
YOUR GUARANTEE PRINTED
HOUSEWIFE FLOUR,
bag
ON EVERY BAG
GOLD MEDAL FLOUR,
hag
SUGAR, granulated,
10 lbs
DEL MONTE early garden PEAS,
2 tins
DOLE PINEAPPLE, tin of 5 slices,
tin
FRUIT COCKTAIL,
2 No. 1 tins
FRANCO-AMERICAN SPAGHETTI
2 tins
IVORY SOAP,
2 lge cakes
PITTED DATES,
3 lbs
JOHNSON YELLOW PEAS,
2 quarts
CAMEL CIGARETTES, flat pkg 50 cigarettes,
FRIEND’S BEANS, all kinds,
2 tins
MATCHES,
6 boxes
COTTAGE, CHEESE, fresh daily
2 lbs
HORMEL’S SPAM,
12 oz can
BOSCO,
12 oz jar
ROLLED OATS,
7 lbs
WHEATIES, Sky Bar free,
2 pkgs
SODA CRACKERS,
21b box
GOLDEN BANTAM CORN,
3 tins
QUAKER OATS,
large pkg
PECAN CREAM CAKES,
each
OLD DUTCH CLEANSER,
4 tins
PERRY’S SUPREME DOUGHNUTS,
2 doz

ORANGES
GRAPEFRUIT
ONIONS

'THE

55c
89c

46c
29c
09c
19c
15c
15c
29c
25c
29c
25c
17c
25c
25c
21c
25c
20c
14c
25c
17c
17c
29c
29c

LARGE
JUICY
FI.ORIDAS
EXTRA
LARGE
SIZE

PERRY

2 doz 39/
4 for 25/
10 lb bag 25/

MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY • USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST.MARKET
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of Thomaston, grand steward of
SOUTH THOMASTON Sumner Hopkins, son Sumner and among the guests at the Thanksgiv
Edward Hopkins of Quincy. Mass.
ing party given at the home of Mrs.
the Grand Lodge of Maine. Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Sleeper were Eva Sleeper
The Weather Man gave a sudden
D. Rowe tendered a greeting to the Federal foods will be distributed
change Friday, with snow ano mgr.
assembly and gave facts in regard at the Town hall Thursday from 12
to Masonry, namely that George to 4 and from 5 to 8 p.m.
ALENA L STARRETT
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor wind—the first snow of season and
Washington was a Mason, and also
Mrs. Ada Snow who observed her
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27. on Sunday an all day storm ot snow
Correspondent
these other patriots: Robert New 81st birthday recently was the
with a decided change m tempera
man. William Dawes. James Otis. grateful recipient of cards and
Senior patrol of Girl Scouts met after visiting Mrs. Alex Thibodeau. ture.
Tri. 41
Patrick Henry. Joseph Warren. He gifts. She also received a call from
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Mason
ir. the primary room at the brick
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Maloney,
also said that plans for the Boston an oldtime friend which added
school house Wednesday afternoon. have returned to Pigeon Cove. daughter Miss Marilyn were holiThe sermon topic Sunday morn
M^Today is Dec. I. Only 23 more days to Christ
The girls rehearsed Christmas Mass., after passing the holiday | day guests of Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy ing at the Congregational Church, Tea Party were made in the home much pleasure to the day.
mas. Everybody has got to begin thinking about
of
a
Mason,
and
headed
by
Paul
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Seavey, Pleasant Point, and with by the pastor Rev. L. Clark French,
carols.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury Brack
it and begin making some purchases very soon.
J them attended the theatre that will be "Is It Right?" The evening Revere, a member of the Masonic ett iBarbara Emery* of Middlebury.
To date, 37 deer have been regis Mason.
Lodge. Fifty of the 56 signers of Vt., were holiday guests of Mrs.
All we ask is for you to come in and see what we
tered by hunters with the town
* * * *
j night in Rockland, accompanied service will be at 7.
the Declaration of Independence Brackett's grandparents. Mr. and
Legion Post to be Formed
' by Mrs James Seavey.
clerk, Otto V. Hassner. Last year
have in the line of useful gifts for boys and men.
Rev. Charles Turner will have a were Masons, and also 20 of the 29
of .the American
a total of 48 were tagged.
Mrs. J. M. Bartlett. Other dinner
. A, mass meeting
.
...
.
... i Rev and Mrs- George Lewis and' theme Sunday morning at the BapJust
a few suggestions:
brigadier-generals of the Continen
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay was in
guests at the Bartlett home were
w h
nlg d daughter Edith of Friendship were' tist chUrch. "The Christian AthEangor Tuesday attending a meet at the High School Auditorium. It in town Wednesday calling on their iete—His Inspiration." The Junior tal Army Prof. Herbert H Donker- Mr. and Mrs. B. F Mathews and
t* FOR BOYS
FOR MEN
i sley of Nobleboro. teacher of1
ing of the executive board of the was put on by the Richard R. Welis parjShioners of the Methodist
MACKINAWS
SUEDE LEATHER JACKETS
choir of 16 will make its initial ap stringed instruments, formerly a daughter Ruth of Camden. Mr. and
SPORT JACKETS
FANCY SWEATERS
Maine Federation of Women’s Post, of Damariscotta and the | Church.
pearance. and will give the selection. member of Keith's vaudeville cir Mrs. O. H. Emery and son Oscar of
LACED LEG PANTS
HEAVY SWEATERS
World War Veterans of Waldoboro.
Clubs.
4
Bar
Harbor
and
Charles
Peterson.
Mrs. Leila Austin of Winthrop. “My Source of Power" by Mund. cuit. played selections.
KNICKERS
DRESS SHIRTS
Chester
Jefferson,
Bremen.
The Ladies' Circle will meet Nobleboro,
Visitors Thanksgiving Day at Ed
FANCY SWEATERS
FLANNEL SHIRTS
Mass., is guest at F. G. Olson's and I Guild Vesper Sunday will be ob- Wyllie sang a tenor solo, his ac
Thursday afternoon in the Baptist Friendship and Warren. Veterans
HEAVY SWEATERS
PAJAMAS
, _
,,,
. .. . , ,,, .with them enjoyed a Thanksgiving served at the evening service, both companist, Dr. Judson P Lord. ward Hopkins were Mr. and Mrs
of Foreign Wars and their families I
.
.
I
.
„ ... .
vestry.
FANCY SHIRTS
LACED LEG PANTS
.
. ,
. . ., i dinner and family party there junior and senior Guilds to give Chorus singing was led by George ------------------------------------------------ I
SKI CAPS
SKI CAPS
Twenty-three members of the were guests. A special guest of the j _ulu ,_ ,„j.j »»_ „_a
c
,_____ ,______ __________ ___
which included Mr. and Mrs. S. H. the impressive candle light service. W Walker with Raymond Payson
TIES
SKI STOCKINGS
Does Bladder Irritation
Woman's Club enjoyed luncheon occasion was Col. John Palmer, the
Olson, son John and daughter Miss "Our Stained Glass Window." Seven at the piano. Beano, and cards WAKE YOU UP? It'd not normal It’s
GLOVES
MUFFLERS
Tuesday at the Community Garden cnly surviving Civil War veteran in
nature's warning "Danger Ahead." Your
GLOVES
MITTENS
Ida. Alvaro Olson. Christina, as well candles of different colors will illus- I were enjoyed. The committee was 25c
back if this 4-day test does not help
Club House. Mrs. Grace Frost of ' town.
TIES
MITTENS
nature flush excess acid and other
as
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Olson
and
daughtrate
Guild
work.
Ann
Norwood
y,
iu
lam
h
Robinson
Willis
R
the New England Home for Little | On the platform was an array of
RAIN COATS
FANCY STOCKINGS
wastes from the kidneys. Excess acids !
; will be the reader The choir will Vinal
Brigham. George W. can cause the irritation resulting In
Wanderer's spoke on her work. The patriotic speakers of the Legion who ters Patty and Jean.
up nlghta. frequent or scanty
M. J. Maloney has sold his boat'as5*st
service to be interspersed walker. Albert W. White. Marshall getting
For Children we have some of the most beautiful WASH
flow, burning, backache or leg pains |
hostesses were Mrs. Elsie Mank,, delivered powerful addresses on th?
Just
say
(25c) to any druggist.
to
Robert
Ames
ot
Magee.
j
with
the
singing
of
hymns.
There
SUITS with wool pants and jackets you ever saw, $1.50, $1.98
White. Oscar E. Starrett and Mau- Locally atBuketa
Mrs. Anne Burnheimer. Mrs. Ruby meaning of Legion service in time
Charles W Sheldon druggist. I
S.
A.
Miller
ot
Thomaston
snot
wU1
*
a
short
talk
the
P
astor
'
C.
H.
Moor
At
Co.
'
rice
Davis.
Miller, Mrs. Addie Walter. Mrs of peace, and its support for a
Mrs. Cora Halstrick returned
Lydia Morse. Mrs. Gladys Grant. strong national defense as a means an eight-point buck in town re
Wednesday
to Rockland after being
, cently.
Mrs. Fannie Brooks. Mrs. Ida Sten- ef preventing war.
ger. Mrs. Lottie Lovell. Mrs. Mary The meeting was presided over by I
J J. pales is in Friendship wiui guest the past week of Mrs Sarah
Gibson and Mrs. Dora Yorke.
Spencer Gay dynamic commander his daughter Mrs. Byron lnompson Dolham. Mrs. Halstrick was holi
Edward Genthner's car which of the Damariscotta Post. Dept for an indefinite time. He is im- day guest at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Dolham.
MNE
v,as stolen from his yard two weeks J Adjutant James E. Boyle; Auxiliary proved in health
The Junior class plans a box so
ago has been located in Sanford, [state President Olive L Tinkham Mrs. Lizzie Maloney is guest of
cial for Friday night at Glover hall.
MPAMY
Jack William, supervisor of W. I and Commander Malcolm Stoddard her daughter Mrs. F. I. Gever.
PA. projects in this vicinity has;of the Togus Reservation formed
Mr. and Mrs Willis Spear with
Up to Tuesday night 23 deer have
returned after passing several days the group of speaker.their children have moved to Thom- been tagged in this town, about the
with his family in Bangor.
' Veterans Harold Clark. Lawrence aston.
j usual number Lucky hunters MonKenneth Bickford of Lisbon Falls Weston and A. D Gray formed the William McNamara is visiting da> were Emerson W Perkins. C.
is substituting in the high school committee on arrangements which' Postmaster and Mrs. Charles Peter-1 Ernest Starrett and Eugene Tolfor Sumner Hancock who is con- were sponsored by the Richard R son at Green Lake.
iman; Tuesday. Ernest Achom Jr.,
fined to his home in Casco by a Wells Post under Commander Gay
Mrs. L. 6 Miller has had em- Charles Bowers and Elbert L. Starthroat infection.
| Because of the keen need of a payment at the canning factory
Mr. and Mrs John Smith of , post here, particularly in times of, Friendship.
j Mr. and Mrs. Fessenden Wight
Thomaston visited Tuesday with emergency, it Is expected that one
Mr. and Mrs Frank Crute enter- ! reuturned Tuesday to Cambridge,
Mrs. Jennie Benner.
will soon be formed. Membership tained at a family dinner party Mass., after being guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Boyd returned Mon blanks are being sent to eligible Thanksgiving .dissecting a 20-pound Mrs. K. F. Wight.
day to her home in Bath, N. B , i veterans for this purpose.
turkey.
Donna Stone of South Warren re
Mr and Mrs. Woodrow Cushman sumed school Wednesday after two
day's absence due to a cold.
WEST WALDOBORO have moved to the Elliot place.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Raychel Emerson and mother, j
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Vannah en
After the heavy snowstorm of
Mrs.
Edwin Emerson, entertained
APPLETON MILLS
Friday and Sunday, all roads were tertained at Thanksgiving: Mr and
the Merry-go-eagle Club Tuesday.
open in a few hours and were pass Mrs. Karl Hoffses and son of the The first snowfall of the season A Christmas box was packed for
village Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Win- struck this community severely.
an ill person and cards were en-1
able at all times during the storms,
chenbach and three children of Recent visitors at Mr. and Mrs. joyed during the afternoon.
thanks to the motorized snow equip South Waldoboro and Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Macintosh's: B G. Lan
UNIVERSAL
Mr and Mrs Dewey Maloney, wno
ment.
Alton Creamer.
dry and Maitland La Rose, of Cam have been with Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Flank Hunt of Intervale. N. H . bridge. Mass. John Peabody, of Moody in Waldoboro for several
Edward Oenthner recently shot a
By
is visiting his mother Mrs. Elizab- Bradford Mass.. Mr. ana Mrs. Hugh days returned Wednesday to the
deer which dressed 100 pounds.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
• Finger-Tip Heat Control
beth Hunt.
MacCuish,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs
Robhome
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Emerson
W.
Universal. Sunbeam. Toastmaster
Alfred Standish, Sr., son Alfred,
• Chromium Plated.
Mrs. Lillian Standish spent ert Philbrick. of Haverhill. Mass
Perkins.
daughter Barbara. Marion and Mrs Thanksgiving Day with her daugh- j Miss Fannie Gushee who was
• Will Not Tarnish.
They all toast taxi slices at a
Dr and Mrs. Arthur Grose who
By
C. Johnson Pitman of Appleton mo
time on both sides »{ once—as vou
| ter Mrs. Emily Etheridge at Round guest of Mrs. Ava Simmons in Oak- spent several days in Walpole.
• Modern in Design.
Silex. General Electric, Universal
tored to Middleboro. Mass., to be
like it—with no fuss or bother.
The simple and easy way to make
Pond.
land, has returned home.
• Calrod Heating Unit.
Mass, with Mr and Mrs Harry
holiday guests of Mr. Standish's
coffee that tastes right
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach Ivan Sherman has returned to Kay. and in East Milton. Mass.,
Others $2.95—$895
• Six Cup Capacity.
parents. Mrs. Pitman remained in
,
,
— .u
' and 500 James Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Houlton, after spending the holidavs with Mr and Mrs Arthur Grose,
Boston for a longer visit with other . Wlnchenbach and two daghters Ida with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Al Jr., returned Monday and are visit
relatives.
Others $3.95, $5.95
and Eleanor were holiday guests of bert Sherman.
ing Mr. and Mrs. E. B Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Geroux of1
Others up ‘o $8.95
Mr. and Freelon Vannah in South
Louise Robbins returned Monday Mrs. J. Martin deShon of PortWaterville and children spent I Waldoboro.
to Bangor, where she is attending land State director of the National
Thanksgiving with Mrs. Geroux's
Miss Sadie Winchenbach was a the Bangor School of Commerce. Consumers' Tax Commission will [
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burns
™
She has been visiting her mother, have interesting facts to present
Owen Winslow is spending two Mrs. Frances Robbins.
tonight at the Woman's Club.
weeks with Mrs Blanche Dodge and
Olive and Richard Gushee, who Maurice Lindsey returned Wed
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Ware in Wor have been visiting their parents. nesday to Boylston. Mass . to resume
cester, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Gushee, work as tree surgeon after passing
UNIVERSAL
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Merchant of have returned to Gorham Nor- the holiday weekend with his famBath were recent guests of Mrs. mal School and the University of, ily. He was accompanied on reLillian Standish and Mr. and Mrs. Maine.
| turn by Wilson Rainey, who had
PAROXYSMS
By
Arnold Standish.
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Bennett of visited relatives in Searsport.
A percolator set of luxurious
and BRONCHIAL COUGHS
Universal and Royal Rochester
By
Mr and Mrs. Sidney Creamer arr Camden
were
dinner
guests
grace that adds an air of distinc
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Vinal have
Universal Royal Rochester,
Universal. Electra hot
AN AGE OLD MEDICINE
tion
to
any
table
setting.
•
Toasts
Delicious
Sandwiches
visiting relatives and friends in1 Thanksgiving Day of Mrs. Adella returned from a visit with Dr. and
Elertrahot
THAT HAS THE BACKING
• Bakes Pancakes.
Worcester and Brockton, Mass.
• Heat Indicator.
Gushee.
Mrs. Raymond Vinal. in Arlington,
• Chromium Plated.
• Chromium Plated.
OF HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE
• Bakes Waffles.
• Toasts Quickly. Evenly.
• (hromium Plated.
Miss Carolyn Long, assistant Mass. and with Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
• Seven Cups.
Read what one woman has to say:
• Bread Turns When Riarks
• Walnut Handles.
; teacher in the High School, re Burgess in North Weymouth, Mass.
•
Tray
9'i
’
’
xl6".
FRIENDSHIP
Biddeford. Maine.
Opened.
turned Sunday after visiting her
The concert given Monday night
I have had asthma for twenty
years During this time I used ad
The Advent Christian Church. parents in Bangor.
at Glover hall by Aapo Simila a
renalin and capsules for relief
Without Waffle Grids. $325 up
noted Finnish singer and harpist
No'hlng I've ever taken can surpass Rev. M H LeGrow. pastor is hold
the complete results that STANTOM ing services at the Baptist Church
was attended by over 200. The
NORTH APPLETON
gave me.
proceeds will be used for cupboards
I freely recommend this medicine 1 while the Advent church is being re
INGRAHAM
over all others.
decorated. A welcome is extended
Mr. and Mrs. George Butler and at the Rockland Communby Build
Name and Address on request.
to the final service in the Baptist grandson Herbert spent Sunday ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Philbrook
STANTOM IS GUARANTEED 5 Church next Sunday morning Plans with their son George Butler in
• Self Starting.
ON A MONEY’ REFUND
are being made for re-dedication Union.
and family were holiday visitors at
• Assorted Colors.
BASIS
139*144 services, and also for a program to
Mr. and Mrs Valorus Edgecomb Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Thompson's
• Rubber Cords.
Write for further information to be held Christmas Sunday night [and daughter Arline were guests in Friendship.
The sermon subject next Sunday Thanksgiving Day and the weekend
Mrs. Arthur L. Perry is spending
Di* Carrs Remedies Inc. morning will be 'Disappointed of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Robinson in this week in Strong with Mr. and
Others $175, $3.50,$4 05
UNIVERSAL
Rockport.
Love."
Mrs. Horace Maxey.
Mrs. Angie Fish is caring for Mrs.
Mrs. Henry Caldrice entered the
Lizzie McCorrison who is ill.
New England Baptist Hospital ig
Among those in this section who Boston for treatment Wednesday.
W ALKER DELUXE
shot deer Thanksgiving Day were Mr. Caldrice during her absence will
• Tain Heat Indicators.
Frank Meservey Jr.. Alonzo Meser- be guest of Mr. and Mrs. Bryan.
• Die-cast Aluminum Grids.
very. Clarence Ames. Harold Wads Robinson.
• Separate W'etproof Cover.
worth and Arthur Robbins.
Mrs. Eugene Durgin has joined
• Three Heat Control.
• Quick Heating Units.
Mr. Durgin at the home of his sis- j
• Underwriters' Approved.
A sensational bargain—limited ter Mrs. Nettie Wakefield in San-!
INFORMAL
number, while they last. Regular $35 ford.
Let's all get together Sunday morning at 9.30 here at the
Walter Perry returned Monday to'
studio couches will be sold at $19.95.
store. We'll go to the Megunticook Mountain Trail, turn off
See them on our-show room floor. Portland to resume his studies after
Route 1 one mile above C. C. C. Camp. The trail is suited for
PPerfect, standard mdse., and what spending the holiday recess with
the very inexperienced and the more experienced near the top.
a bargain. Stonington Furniture his parents Mr. and Mrs. Arthur I j
A COMPLETE
Get started early this season for Winter Sports. Get out the
Co. 313-325 Main St.. Rockland.— Perry.
skis and tie them on your ear, pack a lunch, not too small, and
adv.
Mrs. Isa Teague. Miss Olive,
let's get going.
Teague and Roger Teague were din- |
ner guests the holiday of Mr. and
Including
Mrs. Harold Whitehill in Rockland, j
WINTER SPORTS EQUIPMENT
Mrs. Charles Overlock and two
• 3 Way or 6 Way Floor Lamps
RHEUMATIC
with Silk Shades, with Bulbs.
SKIS AND ACCESSORIES
children Russell and Albert were
$9.95 and up
FIGURE SKATES
HOCKEY SKATES
recent visitors at Mrs. Leland Pea
SLEDS. TOBOGGANS. SNOWSHOES
body's
• Bridge Lamps, axst. Shades,
TELEPHONE 206
ROCKLAND. MAINE
TELEPHONE 205
Douglas Starrett returned Sunday j
with Bulbs.
It takes more than "just a salve’* to
bring speedy relief. It takes a "counter- to Boston with his aunt. Miss Maude
$2.95 and up
UNIVERSAL
INGRAHAM
irritant" like good old soothing, warm
Lermond
of
Plymouth.
Mass.,
who
ing Musterole to penetrate the surface
• Table Lamps.
skin and help toquickly relieve the painful had spent the holiday in Thomas
$2.95 and lip
local congest ion and aches due to colds. ton with her sister. Miss Clara
Broils, Roasts. Bakes and Cooks
Muscular lumbago, soreness and stiff
GENERAL ELECTRIC
everything within its capacity as
• Occasional tamps.
Lermond.
ness generally yield promptly.
• Striking Clock
efficiently and perfectly as a
$1.00 and up
Better than the old-fashioned mustard
Holiday visitors at the home of
A Very Satisfactory Room Heater
Fare $2.50 each way
standard electric oven.
plaster. Musterole has been used by Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Robinson were
•
Self
Starting.
(Round trip rate discontinued)
millions for 30 years. Recommended by
• Dark Brown Wrinkle Finish. • Bed Lamps. Silk Shades.
• Finished in White Enamel.
Mrs.
Sylvia
Wallace
of
Friendship,
many doctors and nurses. In three
$1.25 and up
• Clean. Fast Heat.
LEAVE DAILY
• Cocking Area 1415 cubic inches.
strengths: Regular, Children’s (mild) Miss Climena Luce of Thomaston
•
Carrying
Handle.
ROCKLAND
VINAL HAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
• Sliding Shelves.
and Extra Strong, 401. All druggists.
• Boudoir Lamps.
• Dimensions 18"xl3 ’x8”.
and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Robinson,
8.00 A. M.
8.15 A. M.
8.25 A. M.
• Automatic Heat Control.
$1.45
and
up
and Miss Eileen Kimball of New
3.00 P. M.
3.15 P. M.
325 P. M.
Other Types by
port.
General Electric and Telechron
• Pin-Up Lamps.
AIRWAYS, INC.
95c and up
The get-to-gether held Monday
From $2.95 and up
NEXT TO PUBLIC LANDING
$2.95 Down and $2.40 Monthly
Others at $5.95
TEL. ROCKLAND 338.
NIGHT TEL. THOMASTON 86
night by the St. George Lodge,
144&148
ROCKLAND, MAINE
F.A.M. was attended by 90 members
137tf
and guests Including Edgar Ames

WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

CUSHING

WARREN

★★★★
★A"

Electrical Gifts
Endure In the Home

CENT
ROWS

Electricity Makes
the Home More Liveable

Live and Give
ELECTRICALLY

FREE—Attractive Christmas Wrapping for Your Gifts—FREE

Automatic Irons

Glass Coffee Makers

Percolators

$4.95

Percolator Set

$12.95

$4.95

$9.95 and up

Sandwich Toasters

Waffle Irons

$4.95

Toasters

$7.95

$3.95 up

$2.50 and up

Kitchen Clocks

$2.50

Twin Waffle Bakers

Heating Pad
$3.50

$7.95

Variety Of Lamps

H. H. CRIE & CO.

MUSCULAR

PAINS-ACHES

SEAPLANE SERVICE

Mantle Clocks

G. E. Heaters

Electric Oven

$7.95

$29.95

$7.95
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A Singing Goose

Drtw

78 80 88—246
ADVERTISEMENT

NEW HARBOR

and Mrs. Etta Fernald of Camden. Saturday night at five tables of
leave today to pass the winter in ! cards.
Maurice Pottle, Earl Rankin and Lakeland. Fla.
j Tranquility Grange elects officers
Ernest Connors, students at U. of' Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rankin and i Friday night.
M„ were at home for the holiday son Robert of Melrose. Mass., spent
M1&,
McKinney student
rtcessThursday at the Rankin home- ; #t Castlne Norma!
Mrs. Adrienn Peirce who was at stead.
t the holiday
at home
her Beach home for a few rays, re- I Among the out of town guests for
Fred Maker spent Thanksgiving
turned last Thursday to Boston.
1 the holiday were: Mr. and Mrs. Fred
with his mother, Mrs. Cora Carpen
Mrs. Florence MacDonald is pas- Gray and family at Mr. and Mrs.
Sing a few days in Belfast.
1 Melvin Dickey's; Mr and Mrs. J. ter in Essex. Mass.

LINCOLNVILLE

Harvey Hutchins and sister Miss
419 451 408 1336
Margaret Hutchins of Damariscot
Arey, Drew & Co. Paint Another character sketch of the
ta spent Thanksgiving Day with
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Bailey.
Vinal Haven Bowlers In | above bowling match is given by
P. W. A. PROJECT NO. MAINE 1138-F
the editor of that gossipy local
Dr. and Mrs. C. D. Hutchinson
Vivid Colors
_____
newspaper the Vinal Haven NelghTOWN OF NORTH HAVEN, MAINE.
and family of Augusta passed the
That there has been something Iborhis h*h‘y humorous
weekend at their cottage.
Separate sealed bids for General Construction of Library
Building for Town of North Haven, Maine, will be received by
brewing was a well known fact to account the following is quoted:
The milk man, Miles Brown of
Chairman of Selectmen at the office of the Selectmen until 4.30
“Oh'',—we said, seeing the light,
those on the inside of the “goins’
Pemaquld
was unable to get through
o'clock P. M., Eastern Standard Time, Tuesday, December 20,
on” at the Cascade Alleys, and last “but what's the matter with Skip
on
his
route
Fridaydue to the bad ErnestMahoney is in Belmont, | Fred Morang of Corinna. Horace
1938, and then at said office, publicly opened and read aloud.
Monday night the brew bubbled up Arey's neck, it looks like a section
storm. This is the third day Mr. I Mass., for a few days' visit with his Carter Mtss Burns of Belfast and
The Information for Bidders. Form of Bid. Form of Contract,
RAZORVILLE
in the form of an invitation from of corrugated drain pipe."
Plans, Specifications, and Forms of Bid Bond and Performance
Brown has missed in tenyears of
family
Mrs. Annje Smlth of Northport at
“Them ridges you see on Skips
Bond may be examined at said office and at the office of II.
Leon “Goose" Arey for the gang
! faithful service.
Roads have been blocked with
Howard Gray of U. of M. was Mrs. Carrie Hall's. Henry Cammett
Daland Chandler, Architect, 75 Newbury Street, Boston. Mass
to assemble at his domicile and neck," grinned our companion, "are
Mr. and- Mrs. M. P. McFarland, holiday guest of Maurice Pottle.
j and sister. Ada Morton of Belmont deep snow and plows have been
achusetts.
and
copies
thereof
obtained
from
either
office
upon
there partake of a lobster stew like some of tho~e delicious raised
son Stanton and Walter McFarland
busy clearing the routes. No mall
payment of $12.00 for each set. Any bidder, upon returning such
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Trainer, ac- at Mr and Mrs. H. A. Miller’s.
mother used to make. In full re doughnuts which Skip ate one after
Jr. were in Damariscotta last companied by William Packard and
set promptly and in good condition, will be refunded his payment,
was delivered on Liberty R. ID. 1
Cyrus Young is in ill health.
galia. bald heads, bowling uniforms (the other
and any non-bidder upon so returning such set will be refunded
Thursday night and attended the Mrs. Annie Lermond of this town
Mrs. Roland Robbins entertained since Nov. 23.
$6.00.
and all, at 6 p. m. they all were j '"Why,'' he continued, “even Vic
Theatre.
The Town of North Haven, Maine, reserves the right to waive
there, for the magic smell of lob- Drew got his appetite so completely I
Miss Cynthia Prentice of Massa
any informalities in or to reject any or all bids.
ster stew would call more hardened satiated that he didn't touch the
chusetts and her father William
Each bidder must deposit with his bid security In an amount
sinners than the Ganders or the little private lunch which he genof not less than five per centum (5%) of the base bid in the form
Prentice of Pemaquld Falls spent
and subject to the conditions provided in the Information for
Skippers from labor to refreshment erally has stowed away in his po>
the holiday weekend with Mrs.
Bidders.
After doing “full” Justice to the kets on such occasions.'
Cheever Prentice.
Attention
of
bidders
is
particularly
called
to
the
require

meal the Goose brought out some j “I see they're going to use the j
1 Mr. and Mrs. Maynard McFarland
ments as to conditions of employment to be observed and mini
sheets of yellow paper well covered big balls in the bowling game toand son Stanton were supper guests
mum wage rates to be paid under the contract.
with strange looking characters, night," we remarked, just to be conThe estimated cost of the work to be performed under this
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Norman
contract is $17,400.00.
and calmly announced it was a genial. "What gives you that idea?' |
Kelsey in South Bristol.
No bidder may withdraw his bid within 30 days after the
bowling song, composed expressly j inquired our companion looking at
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Colby and
actual date of the opening thereof.
for the occasion, and designed to us as though he thought we were
daughter Constance spent the holi
JOHN B. CROCKETT,
put a little of the old college pep crazy.
day with Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Bailey.
.
Chairman of Selectmen.
into his comrades in arms. After
"Why they got the big balls stored
North Haven, Maine.
Walter McFarland was a lucky
Date, November 30, 1938.
a false start in the wrong key, or. the end of the settee, so I suphunter last Thursday when he
144-149
which Capt. Grimes pitched around )>ose they're going to use them," we
brought down an eight point buck
high C the boys, with the aid of de replied.
at Long Cove.
"Where do you see them?" said
tailed coaching from the Goose ren
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Search have j
' Frank Young of Rockland and
ROCKLAND STORES ONLY
he mystified like
dered the following:
j through Mr. Fish's efforts he re- been on a motor trip to Quebec. On
GANDER BLUE AND GOLD
"Right there," we answered, just
return
they
stopped
in
'Northamp

celved some instruction from the
(By Leon Goose Arey)
a little impatiently as we pointed
j celebrated cornetist, Walter Smith ton. Mass., where they enjoyed the
Tune Eddie Cantor's "When I Am
toward the comer by the window.
Pl'RK
holiday with Mrs. Carol N. Cinsler.
President".
LIDA O. CHAMPNZY
i in Boston.
As I said this the fellow began
They expected to reach home Sat-1
We'll go down to ithe alley where the
Oorrespondeot
On enlisting he was sent to Fort
to laugh a boisterous gale of laugh
Ganders rule supreme
urday but due to the heavy storm
The Goose will trim up Captain Skip, ter and kept it up until I began
j Williams in Portland, where he rethey are waiting for better travel
and Scotty'l lap up Gene.
I mained a short time and was then
TeL BM
to get sore but as soon as he got
Chorus
ing conditions.
Down with the Skippers—Down with quieted down a bit he leaned toward
transferred to Fort Slocum. N. Y.
Mrs. W D. Loud and son Mertthe Skippers
•Well take them when they're hot or us and said between laughs—"Why
Fifteen were present at meeting From there he was sent to his pres land were Portland visitors Wed
when they're cold.
So It's Rah-Rah-Rah and fight-fight you darn fool, them ain't bowling of the Trytoheip Club Monday ent station at Fort Sherman, Pan-' nesday.
fight
balls that's Frank Grimes. Gene night at the Baptist vestry. A pov ama. At present he is the band's
Miss Aarolyn Gilbert and Miss
For the dear old Blue and Gold
OLD HOMESTEAD
FINAST
erty supper was enjoyed, followed 'sol° trumpeter, He has made an Gerry Gifford will arrive home from
Down on the alleys, we ll take those Hall and Amgrose Peterson."
birds in stride.
PASTRY
BREAD
having
been
proBy gosh it was true, those fel by the business meeting, with the j unusual record
Where the only dipsy doodle ball. 1*
Portland today after a week spent
24'i LB.
bowled by Captain "Splde.”
24'2 LB.
lows had eaten so much at Goose's new officers in charge. A quilt was moted five times during his short with relatives.
Chorus
BAG
BAG
Mrs. Blanche Irving has closed
We have heard of Hubbell's screw ball supper that they were as round as also tacked. Next week the Club tlme of service,
and the curves of Dizzy Dean
apples.
will again meet at the vestry.
her
home
for
the
winter
and
has
But Link has got the greatest curve
Well, anyway they got to bowling j When Mr. and Mrs Walter Carthat we have ever seen
taken an apartment in Portland.
JEFFERSON
Chorus
after a while and staged a very roll motored to Warren Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Duplisey and
Down on the alleys we ll make those
______
i commendable contest but that sup-1 night to attend the weekly gatherSkippers
sick.
School Noles
daughter Marie were holiday guests
Wh<’r’knoVn l»“tthrown ‘try Owder v"! P** at Goos€ Areys made the earlv‘n« of the Nitsumsosum Club and
The activities at the Browntown of Mr Duplay's parents in.HartChorus
1 l»rt of the contest a rather slow husbands at the home of Mr. and
School under the direction of Miss land
ThO5'th«PK"h^" ever taow°n sporU' i affair but the 1)0X5 soon got there
A v McIntyre, little did they
exiSltSee
Frances A. Crooker have been: The
But the only time they'll win a game. I stride and fought a pretty close dream that they were to be guests
For a Christmas gift, why not
children
had
poems
for
their
Hal

Is when we’re off our form.
! game.
of honor at a real party, but such
choose a box of our Stationery for
Choice o( strawberry, raspberry, orange,
There must have been something j Bul vic shields of the Ganders was the case, the affair being ar loween program, followed by games men and women? With name and
PURENEXTRACT
BOT
lemon or lime. Also vanilla or chocolate
petent in either the stew or the song ,
(jy getting a spare ranged to celebrate their silver wed for the enjoyment of all. and a pea
address on sheets and envelopes or
pudding
at
the
same
special
low
price.
for "down on the alleys the Gan-, ln
jast frame 0[ the last string ding anniversary. Bridge was en nut hunt, as finale; on Armistice ntonogram on sheets and address on
uiKSSo
ders made good their battle cry and an(j followed it up with a strike joyed with high score being won by Day there was a display of flags. envelopes, priced at $1.00 to $1.50 a
after a hot and ding dong bowling 'hich Ieft the b^n,, skipper> Mrs ^gnek Richards and Doug- poenl‘' and songs: Thanksgiving the
PKGS
box. We have some very attractive
match they emerged the winners | -hors de combat." the Ganders win- I las Bisbee and low going to Mrs
had i>ocms ,he older b°5’s boxes to select from at The Couriera^ic^V
by a squeaky nine pins.
ning by a plurality of nine pins.
Clyde Spear and Frederick Rich ' and girls had a one-act play.
Gazette office. Three-day service
The Ganders won the first string
ards. Refreshments were served ! The program consisted of: Songs. guaranteed.—adv.
tf
by three pins and the second by
Mr and Mrs. Carroll received a "Autumn Leaves;” Thanksgiving
DEER
ISLE
15 pins but the Skipmen staged a
nice gift also an attractively deco- hymn; "The Happy Cobbler." June
rally in the first part of the third
The high wind of last Thursday j rated wedding cake.
j Noyes; "Thankful For Parents,” ArTHE LOWEST PRICE IN MANY YEARS
and had a small tead up to the last! night blew down several large trees
The G. W Bridge Club met for
Noyes; "Modern Thanksglv-1
rcundup. when Shields smashed a on the Sylvester Cove road.
[ play Tuesday afternoon at the home ing.' Frances Thurston, Hazel
fn
No 2
strike on top of a spare and broke
Mrs. Kathryn M. Scott was gu&t Of Mrs. John Thompson.
Cooper June Cooper; "Mary's Tur- Withoul Calomel—And You'll Jump Out of Bed ii
the Skippers backs—and pocket of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey A. Snow at
TINS
Mrs. Annie J. Gardner has re- key.” Lillian Noyes; "Our Blessings
the Morning Rann' It Co
books. At that the Skippers won Pine Shore Park. East Orland, re-! oeived encouraging news as to the Irene Whittier,
"The Coming! The liver should pour out two pounds of
XT
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
CASE OF 24 TINS $1.95
the last string but could not quite cently,
| condition of her son-in-law, Earl Feast," Iva Noyes; “Autumn," is not flowing freely, your food doesn’t digest.
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
overcome the 18 pin handicap.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell are on Pierson of Waterbury. Conn., who Elaine Glidden; "Thanksgiving in your stomach. You get constipated. Your
system is poisoned and you feel sour,
Cap'n Grimes “dipsy doodle" ball‘1 a trip to
New York city. for the past three weeks, has been the Heart." Eunice Glidden: "Fa- wholeand
the world looks punk.
was not working just right and in i George E. Sylvester was holiday a patient in the Newington (Conn.) vorlte Company." one act play, sunk
A mere bowel movement doesn’t get at
causa- It takes those good, old Carter’s
consequence his score was low. but weekend guest of friends at Hull's Hospital. He was able to return 1™ Irene. June; "Mr Brown's Liide Liver Pills to get these two pounds
Der Captain says he will have it Cove
J home Thanksgiving Day and is Thanksgiving.” one act play, Mar- of bile flowing freely and make you feel
"up and up.” Harmless, gentle, yet smatgoing good next time and then boys
tin. Floyd; “Closing Thanksgiving Ing in making bile flow freely. Ask for
Mrs. Vida F. Sylvester is em- ' showing an improvement,
FINAST BRAND . . . WHAT A VALUE
Carter
’s Little Liver Pills by name. 26 cents
—look out. It has certain charac
Rtuhbomly refuse anything else
ployed in Stonington at the home of , The Lions Club observed Ladies Thought," Elaine Glidden.
teristics of the spit ball—very hard Mrs. D. Jewett Noyes.
Your choice of several kinds. Have all one kind
CELLO
Night Tuesday at Masonic hall with 1
to control, and very wearing on the
or assorted. This is an outstanding food bargain.
BAG
Mr. and Mrs. Stanislav Rembski the R;H.S. Senior Class serving a j
BfcZv-h
player—and some of his teammates, of New York city were holiday chicken banquet. Following the
to say nothing of the opposition.
visitors at Capt and Mrs. Walter banquet a musical entertainment
Ganders
E. Scott's.
was furnished by the Grammar and
Tomato Juice *—»’?7l9c
"Goose" Arey ___ 96 106 88—290
FLOUR
George Brown of Rowayton. High School Orchestra in concert
Spaghetti
2*“ 15c
Littlefield ............. 81 79 76—236 ’ conn, is visiting his parents Mr. numbers duets and solos. Two of
Grimes ................ 82 79 81 242' and Mrs. Burton Brown.
' the club members gave interesting
Grapefruit Juice •fc’IVe
TINS*
Shields .................. 80 107 111—298 j capt. Walter E. Scott was lunch- talks on their favorite hobbies. Leon
Coffee
Richmond Brand 2e.:.29c
Sanlx>rn .............. 83 95 1°1—279 eon guest Monday of Henry Bux- Crockett on "Argument" and David
Ceylon Tea
&b29c
| ton at Stockton Springs.
: Crockett on "Moving Pictures.”
422 466 457 1345 1
____________
The annual meeting and election
Baker’s Cocoa
9c
Skippers
Here's a hint for cold weather. of officers of Fred A. Norwood
Not Specials —
COR ORANGLN
Hershey’s Cocoa letlIAc
‘Skip" Arey ....... 100 101 99—300 Be ftire that your family gets an w.R.C. will take place Friday
Ivory Day Values
Hall ....................... 76 84 74—234'extra amount of butter every da’’, night. Reports of the past year's
Evap.Milk
A^,S5c
ROCKLAND STORKS ONLY
LIGHT,
FLUFFY BISCUITS PKG
C
Peterson
............... 75 85 99—259 for it is rich in Vitamin A. that pro- work will also be given.
i*
OI
TIN
Tuna
Fish
27c
2
”
-*27c
59c
OVALTINE
Dyer
90 10! 106—267 teets against colds and infection.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle met
Fency
Tell • Af
Pink Salmon Alaska Tm 1
Wednesday afternoon at the home
STATLER TOILET TISSUE 3
Fancy
Tall 9
Red Salmon Tiimberlake
of Mrs. Lester Shibles.
1 in ■
For ti Yeara Vlrka Adverliaiog So. born paaaed upon bg a Hoard of Phgaiciarta.
The Johnson Society met at the
L,. <|9C
WALDORF TOILET TISSUE 4 rolls i7C
Rinso
aj
Ma Ra
home of Mrs. Olive Whittier Wed
e?:
SOC
Oxydol
nesday for a picnic supper and
CUT-RITE WAX PAPER roll 5C roll 15c
UNEEDA BISCUITS
3 >«« 13c
Toilet Tissue
6"°"-19c
evening of sewing in preparation
RALSTON WHEAT CEREAL
22c
the annual Methodist Church
SHREDDED WHEAT
2
23c
SO Mule Borax U pi, 15c
Helps Prevent the Development of Colds, too for
fair Dec. 7.
pkg 23C
Boraxo
Oval Tin 17C
PREMIUM CRACKERS
3 «es 25c
CREAM of WHEAT
Keith Crockett has returned to
NOW. it's easy to relieve head cold
Va-tro-nol at once-it helps to pre
vent many colds from developing.
discomfort. Just put a few drops of
Milo after a few days’ visit with
Matches
6
19c
COMEDY SANDWICH
»17c
Vicks Va-tro-nol up each nostril and
Va-tro-nol is specialized medicapkg 22c
WHEATENA
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roland
feel the tingle as Va-tro-nol's stimu tion-exprcssly designed for the nose
lating medication reduces the swol and upper throat where most colds | Crockett.
len membranes, clears away the start. Used ln time, it stimulates
MALTEX
BREAKFAST FOOD
J3{
....
clogging mucus, helps to keep the Nature's own defenses to fight off
sinuses from being blocked by the many a cold,
zguZT
Promoted To Sergeant
rold-lets you breathe again.
or to throw off ..
WHEATIES
• ■
10c
Leroy Moon, son of Mr. and Mrs.
NEXT TIME, don't wait until your head colds ln VICKS
head is all stuffed up. At the first their early i
Wilson Moon, who enlisted about 18
QUAKER PUFFED WHEAT 215c
warning sneeze or sniffle, use stages.
months ago. has recently been pro
A4oz
LB.
SMOKED—MILD SUGAR CURED
moted to the rank of sergeant in a
SWANSDOWN CAKE FLOUR PKG 23c
United States Army band. While
a student at Rockport High School
GOLD MEDAL cake flour pkg 25c
FLORIDA
Leroy became much interested in
I.B.
SMOKED LEAN—SMALL SIZES
PKG 10C
music, playing the trumpet in tire
OAKITE
School orchestra and band.
3baRes25c
IVORY SOAP
s* bar 5c
Clarence Fish, the leader, gave
him valuable instruction and under
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
CAMPBELL S SOUPS
3TINS 25c
his tutorship Leroy made rapid adAn enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
SOLID
LBS.
which surround (he hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
j vancement. It was not long before
2 LB PKG 7C
HEADS
CRYSTALINE
SALT
he was heard in solo work. He lai ter studied for a short time with
2 I&5 7c
PURITY SALT
June to
Booklet
SWEET JUICY FLORIDA
I
October
on
"•ii4 25c
DEL MONTE
i n 15c
Vinal Haven & Rockland
Hotel
Application
Maselyn
Steamboat Company
HORMEL SPAM or spiced ham
25c
Corner Second Street
Stamford
ROCKLAND
MED.
and First Avenue
H. H. Mase
LEMON EXTRACT ^ooi bo°;21c
Del. Co.
SIZE
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Manager
Moderate Rates
N. Y.
PURE LARD
2 LBS 19c
Read Down
Read Up
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
A. M.
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
IP
FINAST GRAPEFRUIT
2 TINS 19c
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
8.15 Lv. Vinal Haven.
Ar. 2.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
122-tf

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS

FIRST NATIONAL STORES I

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

ROCKPORT

vjeciflk
2
2

LARD
OLEO
DAINTY
JELL

WAKE UP YOUR

LIVER BILE-

49c

55c

FLOUR
J

19
23*

1QC

CORN
OI?

10c

pea soup
PRUNES

2^s29c

19c
2% 29c

VANILLA

APRICOTS
EVEREADY
KIRKMAN’S

10c
V'17c
ROLLEDOATS:=:;2»"29c
PRUDENCE ‘W’
17c
RASPBERRIES
?,%* 23c

HOME-STYLE COOKIES
95C

2

YOU ARE

PILLSBURY’S
2 &£s 17c
CLAPP'SBABY F00DS 4
29c
KEN-L-RATION 3^ 25c
BOX CAKES
*121c
RlCOIlirif

BAKED BEANS ™«'2:^25c

C. SpOCiali

CLEARS STUFFY HEAD

F

SHOULDERS
Regular
Master

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel

CABBAGE

HOTEL

ORANGES

GRALYNN

2:

GRAPEFRUIT 4:
FIRST

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

NATIONAL

STORES

Every-Other-Day
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In Everybody’s Column

next meeting will be Jan. 13 at Susanna" and "Old Folks at Home"
the home of Mrs. Earl Woodcock. by the Toy Orchestra under the di
To Ease
Advertisement* In this oolumn not
to exceed three lines Inserted ono* fnv
Hyler street. At this meeting there rection of Mrs. Winfield Brackett; 1
Cold
Discomfort
and
25
cents, three time* for 50 cents. Ad
piano solo, “Valse Bleu.” Marjorie I
will be election of officers.
ditional lines Uve cent* each for one
I time 10 cents for three times. Blx
Starting Sunday there will, be a Cushing; selections by the Toy Or-1
I small words to a line
—AT—
American League
series of services for the Advent chestra. "Canoe Song." three folk,
iSHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
P.F.
W.
L.
Season at the Federated Church. tunes, and "La Czarine;" piano I
GET GENUINE
Correspondent
17 11 ,907
Braves.
The subject of the first is “Come, solo, "At the Close of Day." Edwin |
Tel. 190
19 13 .594
Knox Mill.
O Conte, Immanuel," for Dec. 11, Leach.
18 14 .563
YMCA..
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Guy
Ware
of
Wal!
"The Word Made Flesh." for Dec.
15 17 .469
Tigers,
As
collected
by
our
correspondent
Miss Mary Boardman has re 18 "Giving A Reason For Christ doboro spent Wednesday with Mrs.
11 17 .393
Senators,
NOTICE: Is hereby given of the loss
turned to Boston after spending the mas" and for Dec. 25. "The Triple Ware's sister Mrs. Robert Mitchell.
GILBERT HARMON
of deposit book numbered 28978 and the
12 20 .375
Postal Clerks,
past several days with Mr. and Mrs Sign."
Mrs. Carl Tolman and daughter
owner
of said book asks for duplicate
Telephone, Camden 713
In accordance with the provision of
Individual single and total,
Ralph Crawford.
The Beta Alpha will meet at the of Rockland were guests Tuesday
the State I*aw. ROCKLAND SAVINGS
derwood, 137; Grover, 353.
Mayflower Temple, Pythian Sis Baptist Vestry Monday night to of her mother Mrs. Arthur Mossman
BANK. By Edward J. Helller, Treas.,
j Lilies,
Mrs. Flora Oikle of King's County nament which is being arranged
16 8 .667 907 Rockland. Maine. Nov. 17. 1938
single
and total, Braves, 502;
ters will meet Friday night with continue their work for Christmas. The World Wide Guild will meet
138*thl44
K S . is visiting Mr and Mrs. Harry I should get in touch with Duncan C.A.. 1456.
9 15 .375 878
! Snapdragons.
election of officers.
There will be another quilt to knot in the Baptist vestry Monday night
Colburn.
i
5 19 .208 866
Daffydlls,
Individual Averages
Williams-Brazier Unit. American | ,ind Q go^ attendance is desired. with supper at 5 o'clock. Harriet Bishop.
M
»«.
.e. .e,
,e. jp
Miss Ruth Heald has returned to
The tanker Nomad discharged
Forgetmenots
3 21 .125 830
Strings P.F.
Legion Auxiliary is planning i's | £efresi,ments will be served by Mrs. Tillson. Glenice Carney. Glenice
Northeastern
Business
College
in
oil at the George Thomas Fuel Co
6 619 103.1 1 Individual Single and total' D
Grover,
annual Christmas work and would, Mlnnie Newbert, Mrs. Addle Jones, Lermond, Hester Foster and Pris
Portland after spending the holi
wharf this week.
24 2372 9820 i Thomas, 102; D. Thomas, 196
Magee. N..
greatly appreciate any contribuAdella Kirkpatrick and Mrs. cilla Hastings are the supper com
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thomas and days with her sister, Mrs. Percy
Team Single and total: Popples.
6 590 982
Dodge,
tions of toys or clothing to be used j Gladys Moore.
mittee.
CLFMENTS Chicks give exceptionally
children of Rockland have moved Hopkins.
5C0; Popples, 997
97.9
2046
21
Calderwood
in this work. They may be left Mf and Mrs Wilmot Dow re- Joan Vinal. daughter of Mr. and
profitable results. Unusual Reds and
to the home of Mr. Thomas' par
John Stevens of Rockland was Boynton.
Individual
Averages
Clem-Cross
Pullets. Our "four farm
9610
18 1738
with any Auxiliary member or the lulned SalUrday after an absence Mrs. William Vinal celebrated her
cooperative" insures better quality lor
ents, Mr. and Mrs Alexander the guest speaker Tuesday at the
Strings
P.F.
Ave.
94.5
2261
24
less
money
Catalog free
Write
Magee. F.
committee will be glad to call for
(wo wee|B Mrs. Dow having been eighth birthday Tuesday by enter
14 1171 83.9 J CLEMENTS BROTHERS FARMS. H 33.
Thomas.
Thomas, D.
93.15
1689
18
Maynard.
I
Winterport,
Me.
144-52
taining
a
group
of
friends.
Invited
any articles. Call Mrs Edgai
' visiting her sister, Mrs Arthur
Mrs. Austin Joy of North Haven "Early Hi-tory of Knox County
14 1148 82.
9 842 932 Mayhew.
Freeman,
Tel 89. Mrs. Edwin Lynch, Te. 33 Coog at Presque Isle, and Mr. Dow guests were Jean Spear of South
16 1308 81.12
24 2236 93.4 Bennett,
Mrs. Orvel F. Williams. Tel. 190. or I
week deer hunting and the last Warren. Janet Johnson. Signe l« convalescing at the home of Mrs Lands." Thomas Stone. George L. Johnson,
Ralph
Satterlee.
St.
Clair.
B.
H.
Nichols,
Walter
10 1278 79.14
Kirk.
92.6
2214
24
Mrs. Kenneth Fales. South Warren ' one at Presque Isle with Mrs. Dow. Swanholm.
Arico,
Priscilla
Hastings.
Mr and Mrs. Everett Leach en Conley. A. C. McLoon. Russ Davis,
16 1276 79.12
Whyte.
Tel. Warren, 23-34.
National League
They were accompanied on the trip Christine Maxey, Henry Hastings. tertained two tables of bridge re II C. Cowan, and Donald A. Mathe- ]
*
16 1271 79.7
Dexter,
A public card party will be held home by Mr. and Mrs. John Welch, Robert Davis. Keith Beattie, Leon
1318
.781
25
son
of
Rockland
and
W.
A.
Cobb
j
Vagabonds,
cently in honor of the 10th Anni
14 1107 79.1
Hansen. E
nt the Masonic ltall Monday night. who had spent the holiday weekend Simmons, Edward Vinal. Richard
MAN'S winter overcoat for sale; ex
.750 1278
24
versary of Mr. and Mrs. Chester of Belfast were visitors. I^orlng,Otltt Fellows
16 1254 780 cellent condition, verv reasonable. TEL.
Ayers.
The committee is Mrs. Marion Graf with their daughter and son-in-law. Hall was unable to attend. Prize
1268
.563
18
I
Sagamores.
1146-W
142-144
Leonard.
Others present were Orff of Rockland was guest.
14 1089 77.11
Weaver.
ton, Mrs. Ijeah Davis, Mrs. Lurx Mr. and Mrs. Everett Noble in , for pinning on the donkey's tail
500 1282
14
CHII-DS sleigh for -ale. first class
Miss Margaret Thomas, daughter, IfsFrank Heal. Mr. and Mrs. L. E
16 1241 77.9 condition,
Lankton.
price reasonable. 4 BIRClt
Libby and Mrs. Alice Macgowan. Blaine.
' was won by Robert Davis. Refresh.250 1219
C
ST PLACE, city.
144*146
Leach and Mrs. Howard Henderson ol Mr and Mrs. George H. Thomas! Lions,
Ladies Afternoon
There will be facilities for playing Mr. and Mrs Wilmot Dow an-|ments included a lovely pink and
1219
036
1
USED Lambskin coat $26; good con
of Bangor. A cake was decorated ! i- confined to her home because of Finast,
Ave.
W.
PF
L.
dition.
light
weight
and
very
warm.
contract, auction. "63 . pitch, ana nounce the marriage of their daugh- white birthday cake in keeping with
Individual single and total: Heal.
for the occasion and other refresh I illness.
144-146
14 10 583 835 Size 40 TEL. 436-iM. city.
Bobcats,
grams. etc. Playing starts at 730. ter Margaret to Earl Forsythe Mel- tbe general color scheme of the
hcr-e sled for sale; also model
ments were served.
Mrs Annie Steen and Eugene 122; Crockett, 309
14 10 583 841 "TTWO
Lynx.
Mrs. George Bragdon of Vinal gard. Nov. 15, at Chicago. Mr. Mel- decorations.
Ford coupe, or trade
FRANK
Team single and total: Saga
Miss
Lillian
Grey
and
Miss
Bessie
Dunlap
have
employment
in
Hart144*146
14 10 .583 820 MORRIS. Tenants Harbor.
• • • •
Panthers,
Haven arrived Tuesday, called by gard is the son of Mr. and Mrs
mores
489;
Vagabonds.
1351.
Bowers attended the reception to iand.
DRY hard wood for sale, cord, sawed,
J Catamounts,
6 18 .250 806
Lionel F. Jealous. Jr.
the serious illness of her father, Alfred Melgard. and is in the in
*9; fitted $10 riel. ALLEN COOAN.
Individual Averages
Miss
Doris
Hyler.
district
deputy
Harold
Corthell,
chairman
of
the
Individual
single
and
total:
May

The
tragic
death
of
Lionel
Fred
Warren.
Tel. 40-11.
144*145
William Gilchrest. Mrs. John Til surance business. Both bride and
Strings P.F. Ave nard, 96; McOrath, 184
UNIVERSAL and Norge electric re
ton. Mr. Gilchrest’s sister of Epping, groom were honor students of the erick Jealous. Jr., which occurred, president of the Rebekah Lodge Guting Club feast has released a
5 arid 10-)ear guarantee,
24 2197 91.13
Warren,
Team single and total: Lynx 461; frigerators.
...
finnnrial siatenw
N H.. also arrived Tuesday and bo;h graduating class of Grinnell Col Friday, the result of a hunting ac-i,'c,u
2-year free service. Only a few days
24 2173 90.13 Bobcats. 913.
Clark.
left before Christmas
10'. discount
cident.
was
a
severe
shock
to
his
Lieut
John
E
Marks
of
Maine
(,
ial
t
j
lp
a
fl
a
j
r
w
are with the Gilchrests at The it ge in June of this year. They will
ou all electrical merchandise.
Free
21 1903 90.13
Monroe,
manv
friends
and
acquaintances.
1
State
Police
and
family
were
recent
540055
net
profit
Individual
Averages
di
monst
rations
in
your
home
HAROLD
Elms.
make their home in Chicago.
E COOMBS 64 Masonic St . Tel 768-R.
21 1897 90.7
Whitehouse.
The
son
of
Lionel
F.
and
Bvelyn
callers
at
th<?
home
of
Mr
and
Mr
'
Mi Stella Curtis of Dover-Fox- ,
Strings P.F. Ave. Rockland
Miss L B. Gilchrist Is a guest at Sargent Jealous returned yester
143-tf
24 2161 90.1
165 82.1 OAK dining set. round table, buffet,
Lankton.
croft called on friends in town re- | Heal.
the New Weston in New York city. day to resume his studies at the (Sargent) Jealous he was born at Terc5 Luce.
90.1
Pool
fans
are
taking
a
great
deal
15
1351
Sherman.
leather-seated chairs. $20 LAVINA
Dexter.
164 82. four
The Morse Boatbuilding Corp, is | Pl.iladelphia College of Osteopathy Waterville. June 6. 1917. and before 1
cently.
GROSS 6 CotUge St. city
143 145
18 1001 8817
Crocket. D.
coming to this town resided in Le- °* merest bi the Pool Tournameir
Redman.
10 809 80 9 1833 PONTIAC eight sedan lor sale;
to launch a beam trawler next Wed and Surgery.
Mrs. Howard Henderson and son
18
1588
88.4
Miller.
banon. N. H. He was a metnb- r which has been arranged with teamO'Brien,
3 239 79 2 excellent condition; also Whippet
nesday at 10.30 a. m.
Jackie of Bangor have been re
The Wawenock Club was enter
coupe, pickup body; sell lor cash MRS
34 2090 872
Beverage.
Mayhew,
14 1099 78 7 R B MAOUNE. 186 North Main St
Mrs Edward Weston entertained tained at the home of its president. of James Wheelock Chapter. Order from nearby towns. Thomaston cent visitors at the home of her
21 1815 869
Rockland. Rockport and Camden
Dailey,
C.
143-145
of
De
Molay
of
Lebanon,
and
of
the
Cookson,
2
157 78.1
several friends at dinner at The Mrs. Evelyn Snow. Wednesday aft
HORBE for „alo 1300 lbs ; ul»o In
• are represented. The first match parents Mr and Mrs. Lucius leach.
Ladies Thursday Evening
156
78.
2
Crockett,
Eims, Tuesday in observance t-f ernoon with Miss Kathie Keating Lebanon Outing Club. A graduate
Miss Frances Leonard is con
dian pony. 600 lb-, BERT COLLAMORE
; will be at Kennedy's Pool Room
143*145
W. L. PF Ave McOrath,
16 1288 766 N,w County rua4
Mrs. Richard Dunn's birthday an and Miss Florence Dunton of Rock of the class of 1935 of Thomaston
fined to her home with a severe
Dec.
5.
Camden
has
two
team
KEGS of different sizes fur sale, for
20
4
.833
938
Crabtree.
1219
763
16
niversary. Other guests were M: land as special guests. Mrs. Snow High School, he was to have gradu
i ut on her tongue which required Poppies,
pork, fish or meat; all In good con
Kennedy's consists of Lawrent
19 5 .792 905 Cooper.
6 448 74 4 dition E A. DEAN. Tel. 671-J. city.
Walter Willey, Mrs. William Has.- presented a paper on "Heidelberg ated from Bowdoin College in June
three stitches. The wound was Daisies,
j
Richardson.
Hartford
Talbot.
Al______________________________ 142 144
1539. and was a member of the Zeta
Ings and Kenneth Savon.
and Weisbaden."
i tert Bennett, Jr.. Frank Ames. caused by a fall.
| VERY good buys—Superior lumber:
Virgil Young is having a week's The Schick Test is to be given Psi P^t^rnity of that college.
Matched
pine boards; novelty pine sid
Mrs. L. E. Leach entertained the
ing; also best seasoned framing lumber
vacation from his duties at Mc Tuesday at 2.30 at the selectmen's Funeral services were conducted1 Philip Grocer. Deans team con Chummy Club at supper and bridge
ano ooards. JAMES Y. MESERVE '
offlee. for children who have had jfrom the Jealous home Monday aft sists of Lawrence Trask. Orman
O B., Jefferson; Tel. North Whitefield
Donald's Drug store.
<
Fogg. Manter Fairbrother. Byron Friday at her home. Mrs. Howard I
15 23.__________________________132*146
ernoon,
Rev.
George
Cadigan
of
The Pathfinders of the Federated the diphtheria toxoid and have not
DRY hard wood per loot fitted. $1.25.
Robbins and David Crockett, Jr Henderson of Bangor was guest of
Church will meet in the MethodLst had the test. Dr. Curtis and town | Massachusetts officiating, During
Sawed. $1 15. long. $1 05. M B & C O.
i honor. Those present were Mrs.
Those
interested
in
a
billiard
tourPERRY.
Tel 487________________144-tf
vestry Sunday at 2.30.
nurse. Mrs. Flint will be in atten the services the Zeta Psi Quarte
Chester Leonard. Mrs. Lloyd Light,
HARD coal for sale, also lumpy Posang
"Rock
of
Ages."
The
pro-I
-----------------------------------------------The W.C.T.U. meeting was he.d dance.
cahontus soft coal; drv fitted hard
1
Mrs. Everett Leach. Mrs. Ernest
and Junk wood. J. B PAULSEN, Thom
at the home of Mrs. Hubert F.
The Baptist Circle had a success- fusion of flowers was mute evidence
Cookson. Mrs. George Bridges and
aston. Tel. 62
144-tf
Leach Tuesday afternoon. Miss fu'. sale Wednesday. Due to bad of the great love and respect borne j
Lucius Leach. High honors went
Margaret Crandon gave the report weather the entrants in the baby- "Freddy," as he was affectionately j
tc Mrs. Chester Leonard, second
ol the State Convention which was show were few. but each was award known. Bearers were Walter Row-;
to Mrs. Lloyd Light, and consola
Ftr Women and Children
held at Portland in October. Th? ed a ribbon. The supper was son of East Braintree, Mass . Henrytion to Mrs. Everett Leach.
Brown
or
Black
served by Mrs. Leila Smalley. Mrs. Dale. Wollaston. Mass, Donald j
Th? ice at the Snow Bowl is not
Blanche Lermond. Mrs. Leona Star- Watt, Lancaster. Pa.. Samueli
thick enough lor skating and tobog
UNFURNISHED apt to let on Talbot
rett Mrs Adella Kirkpatrick. Mrs. |Glover- Roland, and Edgar Ames
An . heated. 2 bed rooms, large living
ganing but many are enjoying the
DR. P. R. GREENLEAF Alice Macgowan and Mrs Estelle'a,M> Franklyn Comery of ThomasI . S. KIBBFR CO.
; room, kitchenette, and bath. Excellent
skiing
closet space. Hardwood floors through
Ncwbert. The program planned by I ton- Other frienis and relatives at- '
out. Newly renovated. Apply to C. P.
Dentist
A large crowd attended the ladles
SNOW. 130 Union St, Tel 158
142-tt
Mrs James A Creighton, consisted , Ending the funeral services from
Hight of the Lions Club held TuesMAIN ST.,
THOMASTON, ME. of Piano .solo. "Young Command- «« °f t0»'n came from B05'0" MUl‘ !
UNFURNISHED, live rooni apartmmt
All Heels
with Hush, to let; centrally located.
TEL. 20
t ay in the Masonic hall in Rock
| rent reasonable; references required.
85&87-Th-Ll ers ' by James Gilchrest; s.on«s. "O | »ury and Leicester. Mass , and
L
A. THURSTON. Tel 1159
144-146
port.
A
turkey
dinner
was
served
___________________ : Waterville. Auburn and Brunswick
on thin
FURNISHED apartment to le'. linen,
by
the
Rockport
High
School
Senior
—— ■ - —
end included Dr. Kenneth M. Sill
CHILDREN'S
dishes lights, water, garage. $13 TEL.
Class. The program was furnished
[ 1091-RK_______________________144*146
S.39.95 G. E.
! president of Bowdoin College.
oy the High School Band with Dr
HEATED room to let. with both and
Nearest surviving relatives are
kitchen privileges. Apply 57 Park
Motor>Drlven Brush
James Carswell acting as master
Sheep-kin Cuff
j the parents and two brothers. Sar
bt____________________________ 143*145
of ceremonies. Program: Piccolo
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart
gent and Bradford. Interment was
I
ments. 3 and 4 rooms, upstairs and
solo. Carolyn Andrews; clarinet
j in the family lot at the Thomaston
down Inquire 11 JAMES 9T . city
cuet. Constance Mane, Norma
__ _____________________________ 143 tf
1 cemetery.
WOMEN'S
FURNISHED apt to let. heated In
Hoyle, accompanied by Phyllis
Only
|.Oe>
White or Smoked Elk
quire 25 Lindsey 9t TEL 693.
142-tf
Carleton; trumpet solo. Neil Brown,
Do you like a big baked potato
HEATED, furnished apartment to let.
accompanied by Mrs. Veda Brown,
two large front rooms and bath; lights
with lots of melting butter on it?
and use of telephone; $6 week FOSS
COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
harmonica duet. George Walmsley
Then listen. Good butter is the
HOUSE. 77 Park St . Tel 330
142-tf
and
Maurice
Carleton;
violin
solo.
FIVE room apartment to let ut a7
Prompt, Dependable Service
cheapest in years
Terms $2.50 Down
Pleasant St Inquire, LILLIAN BICK
David Eaton, accompanied by Cyn
MEN'S HEAVY 4-BL'CKLE
NELL 82 Llmerock St
142*144
12 monthly payments of $2 each
thia Eaton; piano solo. Josephine
FOUR furnished and unturuished
Pitts; saxophone duet. Mary Dauapts. to let. with and without bath 12
♦
KNOX ST.. Tel. 156-W
140-tf
TEL. CAMDEN 2070
cette and Earlene Davis; saxophone
♦
THINK of the joy and leisure this big motor-brush General
FURNISHED
apartment
to
let.
57
MECHANIC STREET,
CAMDEN, ME.
solo. Dorothy Keller, accompanied
CRESCENT ST
137-tf
••R
Electric Cleaner will give to Mother throughout the coming
121«tl23Th-tf
by Vera Easton. Dancing was en
SMALL furnished house to let at
PIGS dressed; good work, prompt
Spruce Head near salt water; new
years. This powerful cleaner gets all the dirt, quickly, easily,
joyed for the remainder of the eve
service MASON JOHNSON. Tel . 13A.
garage.
Ideal for year-around home:
143-tf
thoroughly—and leaves your rugs clean and fresh as new.
rent reasonable. CALL 793-W
106-tf
ning.
SUITS made to order, ladles' and
SHOE STORE
FURNISHED
room
to
let
MRS.
A.
The
first
Masonic
Assembly
will
mens clothing dry cleaned, pressed.,
C. JONES, 5 Talbot Ave., Tel. 576.
Only a few are left at this attractive low price. If you want
lepaired. remodeled; all work guaran-< 436 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
] ________
134tf
be
held
Dec.
1.
All
Masons
and
teed. BOSTON TAILORING CO 475 _ _ __
____
the best on the market in its price class you'll find a genuine
Main St Rockland.
144*146 ,
their families are invited. Those
j FOUR-room apartment to let. heated.
I hot water furnished at 15 Summer St.
MEN old at 40! Get Pep. New Ostrex ,
not solicited will take sandwiches.
saving in this popular cleaner.
1 Call MRS FROST, 318 W________ 144-tf
Tonic Tablets contain raw oyster in- !
Music by Otis Dean and his Rhythm
vigorators and other stimulants. One1
ROOMS to let. Apply at MRS. FlhRA
RADIO REPAIRING
dose starts new pep Value $100. Call 1
I COLLINS. 15 Grove St.___________144-tf
AU makes serviced and recon Boys.
write C. H. MOOR it CO
Native Turkeys ............................................ lb -30
!
POUR room apartment to let. afl
ditioned. Costs of parts and
131*139*143*1 18
The Townsend Club will hold a
1 modern.
Apply at CAMDEN and
PHONE NOW AND HAVE ONE RESERVED FOR YOU!
8 tu Hl pnunds each.
work
estimated.
Tubes
tested
CLEANING, pressing fall coats and
ROCKLAND WATER CO., Tel. 634.
public supper at the K. P hall
■ree
of
charge.
stilts remodeled. NEW YORK TAILOR,
144-tf
Fancy Roasting Chickens.............................lb .28
We'll be glad to send one up without obligation!
Thursday from 5 to 7. The supper,
Main St corner Summer St.
137-tf
MAINE MUSIC CO.
Tin c chickens are fancy milk fed birds.
Frank Winehenbach, Service
will be followed by an entertainLADIES—Reliable nalr goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Xlm St Mall orders
Dept.
3Th-tf
Little Pig Pork Roasts........................................ lb .22
ment. .
solicited. H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J.
144-tf
Tht‘c are nice cuts, sweet and tender.

NEWS OF THE DAY

THOMASTON

★★★★

Camden Bowlers

RAW THROAT

CAMDEN

BAYER ASPIRIN

: LOST ANDFOUND \

•EGGS AND CHICKS;
••*••**♦••••

FOR SALE

OVERSHOES

:

»
♦
•«

to let

:

WANTED

i
«

_ $1.00

GAITERS

Save $15 ™

$1.25 and $1.50

SNOW BOOTS

ANER

$1.75, $1.98

SALES AND SERVICE

SNOW BOOTS
$2.98

JAMIESON’S GARAGE

N

! MISCELLANEOUS

OVERSHOES
$2.75
R. E. NUTT

WEEKEND SPECIALS

Leadership Smoked Shoulders .................. lb
Jameson’s Home Made Sausage................... lb
Salted Dandelions......................................... 2 lbs
Whole Green Peas..................................... quart
Squire’s Sliced Bacon......................................... lb
Large Can All Green Asparagus................ can

.23
.25
.25
.10
.30
.30

Ibis asparagus looks like frrsh grass.

Libby’s Large Cans Pineapple can .25; 3 cans

.25

I In c ar the he t canned peaches we have ever sold.

California Valencia Oranges, for juice, doz
Large Floiida Oranges ............................ doz
Texas Grapefruit ...................................... each
Grapefruit Juice, sweet or unsweetened, can
White House Coffee .................................... lb
Break of Morn Coffee.................................... lb
Chuck Roast, Fancy Beef............................. lb
Northern Spy Apples....................................peck
McIntosh Red Apples................................. peck
Large Cans Hulled Corn............................. can

.25
.35
.05
.09
.25
.19
.20
.50
.60
.18

Ready to serve.

Squire’s Small Link Sausage ....................... lb
2 Lb. Pkg. New Prunes................................. pkg

TaJAMESON co.

.35
.15

WANTFD— 3 men over factory age
foi Rawlelgh Routes. Large organiza
tion. Good profits to willing workers.
Steady work
Write RAWLEIOHS,
j DEPT . MEL-74-113. Albany, N Y.
144*lt
OLD iron mechanical banks, china
or wooden dolls, old gold watches and
Jewelry; hair-cloth chairs with carved
grapes or roses; books, stamps, coins,
glass and china tea sets; whale oil
lamps, camphor wood, wood sea chests
Write what you have COLLECTOR,
box 635, Rockland
144*lt
PERMANENT position For local man
to represent us In Rockland and near
by towns. Must have car. married man
pieferred. For Interview see Mr. Mar
tin at the NEW ROCKLAND HOTEL,
Rockland. Me. Friday morning 9-10
only.___________________________ 144-lt
MALE instruction Reliable men io
take up Air Conditioning and Electric
Refrigeration
Prefer men now em
ployed and mechanically Inclined, with
fair education and willing to train
spare time to become experts In installatlon and service work as well as
planning, estimating, etc Write giv
ing age. present occupation. UT1LITIES INST , care The Courier-Gazette.
I______________________________ L!?!145
WORK wanted by hour or day; cook
ing. sewing, cleaning. TEL Camden
j 8816
14^-1-15
) WATCHMAKER—Repairing watches.
I clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and
J deliver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER, 23
Amesbury St., Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
144-tf
1

At Any of Our Stores

For (lie Praelieal Person

W i/A u Sentimental Side ...

.65

Sliced or crushed. Handy to have in the latder.

Superba Free Stone Peaches .................. can

cehtmu£Uaine

We're ready for Christmas, and you—with the greatest
variety of electrical gifts ever! May we remind you an
early selection always gives you the best choice.
Once again we extend a most cordial invitation to you
to make this store your headquarters during the holiday
shopping season. Come in and rest when weary from
shopping ... meet your friends here . . . look around to
your heart's content.

6>ul^

DftH

It's the First
Winter Comfort
e:.-e •
\\ inter s just ahead .*. . and (here’s plenty of

We are glad to have you!

comfort ahead, too—if you keep your home
heated with DAII Anthracite. A hinful of DA II

If we can be of service in helping you with your gift
selections ... wrapping and mailing Christmas packages,
we welcome the opportunity to be of service.

Anthracite is your first step toward real home
comfort-every day of winter. Why not order

, .«r .apply

T£L

4g?

Whether or not you buy we appreciate your call any

time.

centraj
Ama INE
POWll^ehMFAM
►AMY

IL B. S C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN STREET,
'

y ,

....................... — .

, |.

ROCKLAND, ME.
|

|| ,

Sfi-Sl •

BURN D&H AMTHHACITB —"THE 5 POINT FUEL"

WE BUY

OLD
GOLD
AND SILVER
Clarence E. Daniels
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
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Every-OtKer-Day

®SOCi ETY

To Meet In Augusta

Mrs. John Whalen went Wednes
day to Boston.

Page Severt

Miss Hyler Honored

This And That

Maine Women’s Clubs To Mrs. Philip Thomas and Miss
Have Their Midwinter Mary Thomas of Augusta are
spending the week in New York
Session There
city.

Rebekah Lodge Pays Fitting
Tribute To District Depu
ty President

and the ensemble in song and tap. |
After the program refreshments
were served and a social time was
enjoyed. Incidental music during 1
the evening was furnished by Ern
est Johnson, piano and Yale Gold
berg. violin, who received a great
many compliments for their fine
work.
Miss Hyler and Mrs. Rollins were
presented corsages by members of
Miriam Rebekah Lodge. Tiie guest
book was in charge of Mrs. Arthur
Bowiey.

Miss Doris V. Hyler, district dep
The first Masonic Assembly of * The Maine Federation of Wom Twenty guests gathered at the
uty president, was honored at a re
the season will be held tonight in en's Clubs will hold its mid-win home studio of Mrs. Ruth E. San
ception held last night in Odd Fel
Camden. All Masons and their ter meeting in Augusta Jan. 26 and born Sunday afternoon for the sec
families are invited. Music by Otis. 27, announcement being made by ond musicale of the season. The
lows hall by Miriam Rebekah Lodge.
the president Mrs. Maude Clark
Dean and His Rhythm Boys.
Mrs. Vora Bemis, noble grand, was
program presented was given by the
By K. S. F.
------j Gay of Waldoboro at the meeting
following students: Phyllis Gas
a charming hostess. The commit
Russell D. Bartlett has geen’ of the executive board at the pan
per, Constance Nichols, Elaine
tees in charge comprised Mrs. Rana
spending a week in Boston and gor House. The annual meeting
You can make a delicious confec
Poust, LoU Nichols, Dorothy Hav
Northampton, Mass. He was Joined will be held the third week in June, ener, Ruth Seabury, Ronald Lord, tion with these simple and easily Robinson. Mrs. Nina Davis and Mrs.
Miss Ellen Cochran has returned in the latter city by Robert Allen the exact dates to be set at the
George Goldfarb. Albert Havener. combined goodies: Dates that have Flora Past who supervised the
from Bluehill. where she spent the of Baltimore, who spent the holi Rangeley Lake House at Rangeley.
Informal music and several songs, seeds removed, stuff with peanut pleasant evening. The lodge room
holiday week with Mr. and Mrs. day there. On his return he was Plans for both these conferences topped off with light refreshments butter, close and roll in granulated
and banquet hall were attractively I
Harold Led ten.
accompanied by Hervey Allen Jr., were considered by the board mem concluded a most enjoyable after sugar and then enough confectioner
decorated
by Mrs. Lillian Cotton I
who is visiting his parents, and bers today.
noon for all. Honorable mention i sugar to handle easily, Try it and assisted by Mr.s. Robinson and I
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Lowe and George Jacobs of Jamaica Plain,
It is customary for the Federation
for outstanding work was given to see
daughter Janet oi Camden are who is a guest at the Bartlett home, to hold its midwinter conference
others.
Ronald Lord for rhythm, to Doro
during legislative year in Augusta,
spending the winter
witli Mrs.
The receiving line was formed
As
this
is
the
season
when
rab

thy Havener for her playing of Au
Lowe's parents. Mr. and Mrs Rus
Methebesec Club meets Friday at in place of the fall meeting. The
bits are best and easiest to obtain with the following members acting
tumn, Chaminade.
sell E. Bartlett.
the home of Mrs. Irene Walker, one day meeting held in the Hall
twhen snow comes), first disjoint as escorts: Mrs. Marjorie Cum
of Representatives in the Capitol Is
Summer street.
The MethodLst Choir will meet the rabbit and roll in a mixture of mings, Mr.s. Lina Carroll. Mrs. Jessie
Mrs. Edwin L. Blown is entertain
preceded by a dinner the night be Thursday at 7.15 in the vestry. Mat flour, salt and pepper. Then brown Snowman, Vera Ames, Mrs. Addie
ing a few friends at tea today, com
T.ie Diligent Dames will hold a fore, at the Augusta House.
ters of importance are to be dis lightly in fat and place each piece Brown and Mrs. Ruth D. Ben
plimenting Mrs. Alberta Rase, who postponed meeting next Thursday,
Speakers and the conference pro
cussed. It is necessary for every carefully in a deep casserole. Use ner. Those in the line were:
returns to Boston Friday.
wilh Mrs Russell Bartlett and Mrs gram will be announced later.
just enough milk to cover; cook Mrs. Vora Bemis, noble grand; Miss
member to be present.
Horatio Cowan as hostesses.
Mrs. Gay has just completed her
slowly for about two hours. Best Doris Hyler, district deputy, Mr.s.
Mrs. Edith Gregory will be hostess
30th visit to clubs in the State this
Lena Rollins, grand marshal, Mr.s.
Mrs. Nellie Grotton has returned ever.
to Opportunity Class tonight, at her
Mrs. Alberta Rose came from Bos fall. She made 26 club visits last
Vivian
Kimball, vice grand; Mrs.
to her home on Camden street, havhome on Center street.
ton for the holiday, iemaming lor year. She will be a guest speaker ,,ng been for a vear wifo Mrs E v
Canada is making a struggle to Inez Crosby of Camden, past as
a week's visit with ner daughter, at the annual banquet of the Maine sbpa ,n South
protect its herds of elk and now sembly president; Luke S. Davis,
Mrs. Albert S. Peterson was Mrs. Geneva Huke and son, Charles
New York Association to be held
____________
they have approximately 3600 in past grand patriarch; Mrs. Mabel
hostess to Itooevik Club Tuesday, Rase.
Dec. 8 at tiie Waldorf-Astoria in
W|IV AND THEREFORE
fenced-in areas. What p this Withee of Camden, past noble grand
several important matters being dis
New York City.
country doing to protect what Is Mrs. Blanche Fuller. PD.D.P., of
posed of at the business session.
Do not forget your Christmas of
left?
Camden and the following past
“
When
that
I
was
and
a
tiny
little
The afternoon was occupied with fering to the hospital More money
I1F.AKTHSIDE HE VERY
• • • •
noble grands of Miriam Rebekah
boy."
Snow
forts
well
fortified
with
sewing on Red Cross layettes. Plans is needed.
| For The Courier-Gazette)
Said Sallie to Mollie: “I would Lodge, Mr.s. Nettie Stewart, Mrs.
frozen
snowballs
that
held
the
bad
Cold,
wintry
days
are
times
Tepjete
"to help generously" were complet
With mystery, when I find my seat
secret of a stony pebble snugged buy more cakes and cookies at the Delilah Cunningham, Mrs. Nina Da
The Methebesec Club meets Fri Close
ed for the Christmas season. The
to the hearthslde's music gay
As
sparkling
flame
goes
up
In
play
away inside of its glassy middle baker shop if my cook did not eat vis, Mr.s. Oliver B. Lovejoy and Mr
day
with
Mrs.
Irene
Walker.
79
annual Christmas party will be
Ar.d toasts my cheeks, as revery
Ivovejoy, charter member.
were in every part of the community them up so fast."
Of life's sweet purpose fills the hour
held Dec. 13 with Mrs. George L. Summer street.
* • * *
With the Ineffable chant of the fire
The program consisted of these
where
enough
snow
could
be
found,
St. Clair with a 1 o'clock luncheon
melodies burn through the
Told on a Rockland man by his numbers: Address of welcome, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lawson Heavenly
and
snow
men
too
were
the
pride
of
embers
preceding festivities. Refreshments
little son: Little laddie heard a Vivian Kimball; selection, violin
havp taken apartments at The Lau- As fiery coals drop fo ashes gray
were served
And winter’s short tryst with sunlight every child's heart, made by rolling
riette for the winter.
gay
great balls of the whiteness and noise and got out of bed to investi and piano, "Two Guitars," arr. by
Fades Into closing hours ol day
needing the united strength of the gate. Daddy had been ill for a few Grooms, Ernest Johnson and Yale
K. 8. F.
Lady Knox Chapter. D.A.R. will
Rockland
neighborhood of children to roll and days with a heavy cold and had Goldberg; remarks by O. B. Lovejoy.
meet Monday afternoon at the
place at proper poise for best ef gone to bed early. The little fel L. S. Davis and presentation of gift
home of Mrs. C. F. Snow, Talbot
fect. A pipe stuck into the much- low tip-toed about the upstairs hail to guest of honor by Mrs Maude
SPENCER CORSETS
avenue. Hector Staples will be
worked-over countenance furnished and located the noLse in Daddy .’, Cables; vocal solos, "Who Are We
AND Sl'RGICAL SUPPORTS
guest speaker. Members will re
the artistic work. Has anyone seen room. He then went down stairs To Say?” and "Dawn of Tomor
Mrs. Louise Brown
spond to the roll call with "Christ
a
snow fort or snow man from this and said to his mother, "Daddy is row," Mrs. Bemis, accompanied by
CORSETIERE
mas Thoughts." Please take gifts
5 ACHORN ST..
ROCKLAND Brand and Pr°Per Wnd of snow* all asleep but his nose and that is Ernest Johnson at the piano with
for Opportunity Farm. The hostess
violin obligato; remarks by Mr.s.
TEL. 224-W
i What is the answer? Have the chil- all full of noise."
will be assisted by Mrs. Hattie Da
Inez Crosby, past assembly presi
clren of toda>' outgrown this childish
vies, Mrs. Angelica Glover, Mrs. ------------------------------------------------ ! play or is the work too strenuous for
Some writer has said that "Poetry dent and Miss Hyler. The last part
Adele Morton and Mrs. Ella Bufthe bicycle-riding youth of today? creates order out of chaos, peace of the program was given in the
fum.
out of strife, faith out of despair.' banquet hall where Miss Florence
K S. F
Good for the poets, something is’Molloy presented a group of her
Mrs. Helen Carlson has returned
needed to help these days.
dance pupils: Miss Ruth Robinson.
UNION
• • * •
from Portland, where she was the
Jennie and Lucy Thompson. Gloria
guest of her son Edward Carlson
A delightful new fruit blend for Studley and Ralph Stone in tap
Nazarene Church Notes
and family for a few days.
a quick desert; Slice bananas, dice dances. Barbara Newbert, acrobatics
Cemetery Wreaths
At morning worship Sunday the canned pineapple and pour over
Mrs. Frank Fitzgerald while do
pastor's subject was "The Minister's it well-sugared cranberry sauce.
of boxwood
ing her ironing last evening was
life and the Church duty"’ The The flavor is refreshing and healthFRIDAY-SATURDAY
$2.00 to $5.00
greatly surprised to see her kitchen
Bible School hour was profitably lu!
overflowing with friends and neigh
• • • •
spent in the study of the Eighth
GENE AUTRY
Rustic Baskets
bors who had dropped in to help her
Commandment. The birthday of One fails to keep pace with tiie
in
celebrate her birthday. The eve
Norma MoEdward was celebrated advance being made in camera lens
85c, $1.00, $1.50
ning was spent with cards and the
by the lighting of candles and the of today. The new ones are being
opening of the many nice gifts she
Flowering Plants and Pottery as money put in the birthday bank used even in poor light. Because
received. Late lunejieon was served
for native workers in foreign fields of a larger opening, this is called
appropriate gifts for the
with Smiley Burnette
which included two beautifully dec
The message of the evening was on “the fast lens."
"hard to please"
[the "Cleansing of the Temple."
orated birthday cakes. Guests were
• • • •
Florsheim first introduced
TODAY
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Wyllie, Mr.
Table Centerpieces
■ This church has received to date Few ever heard of the “great
the French Toe to America
“
TARZAN
ESCAPES"
and Mrs. Jonathan Gardner, Mr.
In the gay Christmas spirit to 1105 subscriptions for The Herald auks" until they began doing the
and
Mrs.
Robert
Gardner.
Mr.
and
[
of
Holiness
campaign.
Children's Matinee 4 P. M.
dress each holiday table
—and today makes more of
cross-word puzzles. This rare bird
Mrs. Elmer Teel, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
; Services Sunday will be: Worship is fast becoming extinct because of
them than any other maker
“FLOWERS ARE ALWAYS
11C o'clock. Bible School. 11.15; Ju
liam Byrnes. Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
the enormous prices paid for speciAPPROPRIATE"
Barter. Frank Fitzgerald, Hazel
in the fine shoe field.
nior
Peoples, 5.30 , prayer, wens for museums.
----- Young
------ _ —
Dunbar, Marjorie Cole, Fannie
:630; evening evangelistic service, 7.
«...
Spear. Mary Brown, Velma Byrnes
nothing has been changed
In all Nazarene churches in the
Author: "This is the plot of the
I New England District Sunday | story. Two burglars creep stealthily |
and Lois Byrnes.
BUT THE PRICE
[ School rallies will be conducted for' toward the house.
The clock
That food sale Saturday at Mansthe next six weeks. Next Sunday strikes 1.
will be emphasized “Every Member She ibreathlessly): “Which one?"
l field. Buttner Co. will be a grand
« • • •
Present.”
| opportunity to stock the larder for
TEL. 318-W
ithe weekend.—adv.
Prayer meeting tonight at 7.50 If. as Prof. A. H. Compton of the
371 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, followed by the monthly meeting of University of Chicago says, "The
144-154
the church board.
A sensational bargain—limited
cosmic rays come from within tlw
number, while they last. Regular $35
milky way star system and not from
I studio couches will be sold at $19.95.
s-cece'ccw’Mtrcwrcwtx'rc'M'ee’ce'c'eie’C’ee'M'e'cicieNie beyond it which bring the energy
See them on our show room floor.
of them within a more reasonable
PPerfect, standard mdse., and what
limit; other theories put these rays
a bargain. Stonington Furniture
j beyond the galaxy;” think of that!
310 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND Co. 313-325 Main St., Rockland.—
• • • •
i
adv.
Six in the President's Cabinet are
slated to auit. Is all this poor
I health plea because of the new
conditions that have come about
I since the last election?

America's Finest!

PARK

SILSBrS
FLOWER SHOP

9

with
WAYNE MORRIS
CLAIRE TREVOR
in Technicolor

Rockland

ALL THIS WEEK
Any Style You
Desire—Nothing
Exira To Pay
Regular $5.(111 Value

$3.50

Others from $2.45

GILBERTS

BEAUTY SALON
375 MAIN ST.
PIION'E 142

EXTRA SPECIAL
SHAMPOO with
FINGERWAVE
«#e
144&146

MERRY CHRISTMAS
The Copper Kt tile tnee again invites You to use Our
Lounge to meet your friends—to Rrsl or write your
Christmas Cards.
Miss Llnnell has those very lovely House Coals and
Bags that you should see.

I’atrii ia Anu's Shop lias a most eomplrle line uf Our
Primrose Kitrhrn Ji Hies-Marmalades and Pirkles In a
variety of Containers that are most attractive and very
inexpensive for that Problem Gilt. Remember—they are
all homemade in our own Kitchen.
We also have made a lti< li White Fruit Cake and will
take orders lor small Fudge Cakes and Dale Nut Bread
parked as a Christmas Gift.

We hepr to have the Dells, their Gowns and the un
usual Homemade Aprons that were a High Light of the
Hobby Show.

Again we say,
MERRY CHRISTMAS

THE COPPER KETTLE
144-lt

12 PRICE SPECIAL
Two Days Only—Friday and Saturday
&

Kigular Piire

$2.50

$6 I rederick Permanent,

$3.00

$7 Steam Oil Permanent, $3.50
$7 Wireless Permanent,

Every Coat a Beauty!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mink Muskrat
Persian Lamb
Skunk
>
Raccoon
Hudson Seal
Mink (to order)

Because hats are small Is no
reason they should be kept on in
[the movie houses. The managcment has kindly refrained from
i throwing requests for “hats off" on
the screen of late months, but
g really girls, if you could sit behind
tCRaggedy Ann, Ragmuffin, Sleepy Sally, Miss
yourselves you would realize the
Cottontail and Donald Duck have invited company
request is not out of order. Thank
you.
for Christmas.
• • • •
In our Cloth Coats we have many, one of a
kind, and have made special reductions on
^CScootles and Kewpie have arrived from New
It did not take many minutes for
them. SEE THEM NOW!
the skis, show shoes and sleds to
York and have brought with them a trunk fullof
come
out of moth bags and into
Models in fitted or boxy silhouettes
Toys. Teddy Bears, all sizes, brown ones, yellow
lively colors
*he public eye and snow banks.
ones, white ones with red noses; Cloth Dolls with
• • • •
We have coats to suit every pocketbook
dainty dresses and wooly hair; a lovely Wooly
And now for the school sleigh
We deeply appreciate the generous patron
rides. Wonder how many of the
Dog, Rattles, Colored Beads, Tommy Tinker, Baby
age accorded us the past year.
old pungs and heavy sleds are left?
Doll Tinker and Genuine Tinker Beads for the
♦ * ♦ *
small baby.
A letter from Denver, Col., says
that recipes from the Congrega
^CThese Toys are waiting for Santa Claus to take
tional ladies cook book are often
them to little boys and girls, and he can find them
used over the radio with credit to
displayed at
Rockland.
♦ * • *
FURRIERS
Jamestown Island was the fifst
16 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
9 LIMEROCK ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME. J permanent English settlement in
America. 1607-1698—"of all historic
itkfckkkkS.>.3.S.kkk;.»ri»k»ikSikkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkfckkkkkk* kkkkkkkkkkkkMilHkkkkkkM<kk3;kkk3ikkS.2ik3:kkkkkkkkkkkk3l shrines, the most impressive.”

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
ROCKLAND ME.

288 MAIN .STREET.

J

AT THE BABY SHOP

1
1

$59.50 and up

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

S

THE

BABY SHOP

}

$3-50

Individual Cut, Shan pm and Finger Wave included.
Call your wave by name. All waves guaranteed.
Evening appointment if desired

« • • «

We invite your inspection of our display of Fur and Fur
Trimmed Coats

Sale Price

$5 Duart Permanent,

Did you know that the honey
suckle Is the one flower that con
tains no honey?
• • • •
And why should any word be
changed from a noun to a verb by
accent? Think of that old word
"forecast."

TIIE IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT

883

PERMANENT

BLACKINGTON’S

FUR COAT TIME IS HERE

Tel.

SPECIAL!

SPECIALS

“PRAIRIE MOON”

“VALLEY OF
THE GIANTS”

MACHINELESS Oil.

DECEMBER

French Toes
by
FLORSHEIM

TODAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

«<»«Our Christmas Stocks are full, Choice gifts
for all the family. Gifts of Charm, Gifts of Distinction. Gifts of Reason;,hie Price.

COTY’S
YARDLEY'S
EVENING IN PARIS
WHITMAN
PAGE & SHAW
'Names to conjure with in the Gift World
Visit Our Store. Look Around.
You Are Welcome

Mail Orders 1 died

CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.
MAIN ST. AT LIMEROCK,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 826
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Every-Other-Day

1

MANSFIELD-BUTTNER CO.
tf

tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE
Starts Saturday, December 3,9
STORE CLOSED ALL DAY FRIDAY TO MARK DOWN

a.

£
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

AND ARRANGE STOCK

Sid

tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf

EVERYTHING REDUCED
33!3% 50% and More

tf

BUY YOUR HOLIDAY GIFTS AT BARGAIN PRICES

tf
tf
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Mrs Annie Spear. Mrs Louise Hol GEORGES RIVER ROAD Old County road next Monday Rackliff, Anne Waterman; They ham and Walter Grierson. Archie St. Clair. Mrs Spear of Rockport
brook. and Mrs Amy Miller. Mrs.
night at which time plans will be were Thankful. Robert Waterman; Eaton, Pauline Grierson. Anne Wa- was a caller on Mrs St. Clair reAccording to a Finnish calendar made for a Penny Carnival to be song, Pilgrim in the Ship, lower terman and Constance Rackliff: We cently.
Marion Waldron and Mrs. Margaret
grades; The Runaways Ernest Thank Thee, Amy Rackliff.
Maxey will have charge of the meet- owned by one of The Courier-Ga- held in the near future.
ing
aette readers, today, is the "name
Rackliff; song, Shirley Grierson,
Hope. Dec. 6. at the Orange hail, day" of Aimo In Finland, the scene WATERMAN’S BEACH Lucy Rackliff; tap dance, Amy
OWL’S HEAD
— And The —
Mrs. Margaret Robbins and Mrs ; of the next Oympics. the sun rose
Rackliff; Thanksgiving Quotations,
Georgia Brownell will serve dinner, today at 8.55 and sets at 15.21 or,
upper grades; health song and drill,
school Notes
Mr . and Mrs. Richard Dyer,
Mrs Alice True will conduct the 3.21 p. m.
The pupils of the Bassick School. lower grades; Be Thankful. Shirley daughters Florence and Joan and
meeting.
j Because of illness the correspond- Mrs. Ellen Nelson, teacher, gave a Grierson; Thanksgiving Day. Philip Mary Dyer spent the holiday with
Union. Dec 8 Meeting in charge ent was unable to attend the con- Thanksgiving entertainment at the Grierson,
relatives in Boston
Agriculture
( They are planning to take the sup- of Mrs Addie Mitchell. Mrs. Addie cert given at Warren Town hall school, presenting as program: SaThanksgiving
Acrostic.
lower
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Gero and son
Many of those gnawing, nairging, painful
Order blanks have been received per program in the Cooking and Howard. Mrs. Maude Calderwood Monday night by Aapo Simila of lute to the Flag, school: America; grades; Mother Goose Rhymes, Perley of Waterville passed last tMckBC
^ea people blame on colds or strains
are often cauaod by tired kidney* and may
from Stanley Painter. State Horti- Housekeeping project this year.
and Mrs Ida Bes.ey will serve the Finland. Mr. Simila sang Finnish Golden Keys. Lucy Rackliff; song, Arme Waterman, Marion Grierson, Thursday with Mrs. Gero's parents, be relieved when treated in the right way.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking
culturist. regarding the State fruit
square meal for health
folk songs and played the tradi- Mv Bonnie, Pauline Grierson. Amy Constance Rackliff, Pauline Grier- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brann.
excess acids and poisonous waste out of ths
The Jolly Toilers completed their
blood. Most people pass about 3 pints a day or
tree pool. Orchardists interested
• • • •
tional Finnish instrument called the
son; Ten Little Indians, school;
Mr.
and
Mrs
Warren
Shaw
and
aDout 3 pounds of waste.
touch with County £«ond requirement toward their I
Meetings to plan the extension "Kantele" mentioned in "Kalevala."
should get in
readers. Robert Waterman, Lucy son Spalding of Lewiston were visi
Frequent or scanty passage* with smarting
national seal of achievement when
and burning shows there n»ay be something
program for another year will be It was a great disappointment not
Agent Ralph Wentworth.
_
Rackliff; Indian Dance by Robert tors Sunday at St Clair's.
wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
at their last meeting they preIf the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
Edgar Smith of North Edgecomb.
held with the agent in the following to be able to hear him.
'For 30 years I had constipation, awful Waterman. Philip Grierson. Ernest
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Ames and don't work well, (yoisonous waste matter stays
ras jloating, headaches and back pains.
*•
_
.
z,f thx. warm rented their public demonstration.
County poultry leader of the Farm
^.u,.
communities:
William Johnson, who for many Adlerika helped right away. Now, I eat Rackliff Shirley Grierson. Lucy daughters Mildred Margaret. Leona in the blood. These poisons- may start nagging
Ellen Stein and Dorothy Johnson
backaches, rheumatic pains, loss of pen
Bureau has been elected president
Owl's Head Dec 1. at the com- years has made his home at Har- Ncvear'feltb“.” ^l’r?MX^Schot?"* Rackliff. Music by Harry Waterman. and son Granville. Mr. and Mrs. energy, getting up nights, swelling, pugiiiese
demonstrated the correct way to set
under the eyes, headaches ami dimness.
of the State Poultry Improvement
munity library. Mrs Constance jula's went Saturday to New York
Playing the part of the Indians D. A Whitmore and daughter Lil
Don't Wait' Ask vour druggist for Doan s
a table and Elaine Risteen demon
ADLERIKA were Amy Rackliff, Isabelle Grier- lian
Pills,, used successfully by millions for over 40
MacPhail. Mrs. Bertha Borgerson. Ida Harjula and Ina Anderson ___________
Association. Mr. Smith is one of
of Burdett Business College in years. They give happy relief and will help the
strated how to make a patch. Other
Knox-Lincoln's outstanding pouland Mrs. Nina Perry, will serve the were dinner guests Sunday of Mr. At all leading druggists.
*
of kidney tul»ee flush out poisonous
son. Carroll Rackliff, Marion. Wil- Boston were recent guests of E. H. 15 miles
•
• Get
~
selections on the program were vocal
waste from ths -blood.
I loan's, P,lLa
trymen. During the past two years
square meal for health.
and Mrs. Elmer Nelson.
solos by Eleanor Nelson and Helen
he has been President of the Coun
East Union. Dec. 2. at the Grange
Mrs. Edwin Harjula of Rockland
and Dorothy Johnson; a dance by
ty organization and has had two
hall, with Mrs. Amelia Dornan. Mrs. was given a “surprise shower" Sun
Ellen Stein: and readings by Sylvia
Lura Norwood. Mrs Mary Payson, day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
very successful years.
and Hilda Korpinen, Dagmar Peter
The annual report of Countyand Mrs. Avis Nichols on the dinner Ida Harjula. The guest of honor
son and Eleanor Nelson. Refresh
Agent Wentworth shows progress of
committee.
received many gifts Including min
ments were served by Mrs. Ranta.
the Extension Service in the Coun
Burkettville. Dec 6, at Mrs. Net iature quintuplets, which were the
• • • •
ty.
There were 1743 persons
The Weskeag Farmers and the tie Grinnell's. Mrs Florence Cal- cause of much merriment. Refreshreached in the Agricultural Degtar workers, both clubs of derwood and Mrs Etta Ireland will menu were served. Those present
partment and 727 of these actually South Thomaston, have had one serve the square meal for health, were Mrs. Elmer Nelson. Mrs. Ida
Bristol. Dec. 7. at the church Harjula. Mrs. Edwin Harjula. Mrs.
carried out some of the projects and
party this year to earn money
reported on results. This is the for their club They are making vestry and Nobleboro. Dec. 8. at the Toiva Johnson. Mrs. William Harlargest number ever reporting
church vestry.
jula. Mrs. Fred Anderson. Mrs. Alplans now to present a play.
At these meetings a Christinas' (red Harjula. Misses Ina Anderson,
Tlw value of dairy herd improve
Dec 3-Dec 10 is State 4-H Bn- demonstration will begiven prompt- Esther and Ida Harjula. Eleanor
ment work was brought out quite | rollment Weelt
Clubs ly at 1030 In the afternoon, offl- Nelson. Dorothy Johnson and Ellen
forcibly in dollars and cents this in Knox and Lincoln counties which cers and project leaders wlil be elec- stein. Unable to attend were Mrs.
year in the herd of Joe Chapman Lave not re.organized fOr 1939 ted and the 1939 calendar of work Eva Stein. Miss Katherine Oilchrest
and Son of Damariscotta
The should make a specla; effOrt to or- made up.
and Miss Helen Johnson of Thom
figures as given by Supervisor l anize before or during this week
aston and Mrs. Warren Ford of
Norris Hamlin, are.
and report R to the club agent at
Sausage Enriches Menus
Rockland.
1937
1938 once.
According to the Bureau of Home
Miss jna Anderson returned MonNumber cows average,
8.3 8 6
Economics. U. S Department of day
Bangor after spending the
Pounds milk per cow. 4629 7382.
With the Homes
Agriculture all sausages should be1 holiday vacation at her home here,
Pounds butter fat per cow,
"Slip Covers, Their Use and Con partly covered to help give them miss Anderson, who is the daugh226. 369.
struction," is the subject of meet the slow, thorough cooking that ter of Mrs. Fred Anderson was one
Feed cost including hay.
ings heM this week and next:
pork requires.
When preparing Of the 15 new members initiated re
677. 767.
Bristol. Dec. 1, at the church link sausage, first prick with a fork cently to the Epsilon Tau Epsilon
j vestry. Mrs. Mary Weeks and Mrs. to prevent bursting
Value of product above
For small sorority of the Bangor Maine School
feed cost
262
788.10 ■ Florence Prentice will conduct the links, place in a moderately hot of Commerce where she is a stuSeveral head from the Chapman's j meeting. Mrs. Annie Winslow and skillet and immediately sprinkle dent.
herd were shown at the dairy show 'Mrs. Gretchen Hall are on the din- with a tablespoon or so of water
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Munsey of
! ner committee.
at Kighmoor this summer.
to prevent burning before the sau Wiscasset were callers Monday at
• • • •
j Sheepscot, Dec. 7, at the Grange sages are heated through
Turn Harjula's.
The 4-H Clubs
| hall. Mrs. Stella Doe and Miss them frequently and let them brown
• • • e
The Hill Top Juniors of Hope re- i Harriett Flye are in charge of the slowly.
4-H Club Notes
organized Nov. 23 for their second n!eetlng. Mrs. Ruth Leighton. Mrs.
Large links are sometimes first
The Jolly Tollers 4-H Club. Miss
year of club work with Mrs. Mabel} Ruth Carney, and Mrs. Lois Flye
simmered in a little water, and as Ida Harjula, leader, held a public
Wright as leader. Officers elected' will serve the square meal for it evaporates the sausage acquires
demonstration at the home of one
for 1939 are: President. Mabel Her health.
that desirable rich brown coior.
of its members Miss Edna Ranta
• • • •
rick vice president. Edith Beverage;
A good main dish combination is Monday night with all members and
secretary. Ruth Richardson; trea
Christmas Suggestion meetings sausage with cabbage and apples
SEE Freese’s Sparkling Christmas Decorations.
i2 visitors present. Ellen Stein and
surer. Virginia Hart; color bearer. wil! be held in the following com
en casserole! Place sliced apples Dorothy Johnson gave a demonstra«s
Madeline Hatch; club reporter. munities;
and shredded cabbage in alternate yon on table setting and a demon
SEE the Two Big Flashing, Brilliant Electrical Displays on Main Street and Pickering Square
Dorothy Baird; and cheer leaders,
Rockport, Dec. 1, at Mrs. Nina
layers in a baking dish, seasoning stration on patches Was given by
Shirley Wentworth and Vida Reed Carroll's. Dinner will be served by
. . . Sensational! Brings New York City’s “Times Square” Bright Lights to Bangor.
as you go. and top with nicely Elaine Risteen. Ellen Stein gave an
browned sausage cakes Rinse out imitation of the “Big Apple." Rethe sausage pan with a tablespoon freshments were served by Miss
SEE Santa Claus in Freese’s Fourth Floor Toyland.
of vinegar and pour over all. Cover Ranta and her mother Mrs Elias
and cook until cabbage and apples Ranta.
SEE the Third Floor Gift Shop .. . See the “Library of Books."
are tender.
j
The next meeting will be at the
Sausage and broiled peaches or home of Miss Gertrude Suomela.
fried pineapple are “company" vari- —----------------------------------------SEE the Second Floor Lingerie Shop, and Children’s Christmas Center.
atlons of the popular “sausage-andfried-apple" idea. Peaches are best
SEE the Street Floor Handkerchief Village . . . The Enlarged Christmas Men’s Shop.
baked or broiled pit side up until
lightly browned. Spread with a
little butter and sprinkle with a few
SEE the Downstairs Electrical Gift Shop.
grains of salt. Fry pineapple or Enjoy A Good Night’s Rest
BUCKLEY'S MIXTURE certainly makes
apple rings in the sausage fat after short work of relieving those stubborn old
coughs and colds that other cough
the cakes have been browned and bang-on
remedies fail to budge, according to Mr.
H.
A.
Allen.
removed. The rings of golden yel
Mr. Allen says: “Per years I suffered
low pineapple topped with browned every winter with a terrible cough. I have
had many sleepless nights and coughed
sausage cakes make a most attrac until tears ran, and my stomach ached. I
started again with the same old cough this
tive picture.
year—but after a few doses of BUCK-

With the Extension Agents

HAPPY RELIEF

FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

Constipated?

If You Missed Coming To Bangor Last
Week .. Be Sure To Come This Week

FREESE’S BIG

Christmas Opening
FREESE’S MORE THAN EVER THIS YEAR
ONE OF MAINE’S GREAT SHOW SPOTS

The Christmas Spirit of St. Nick Prevails
Fun and Merriment Everywhere at Freese’s

DON’T MISS THESE SHOW SPOTS AT FREESE’S

$

STOP Coughing

JUOti

and Stop It NOW

‘blue coal’
4

PRODUCT Of

4ME4IC4M L48OR

• ‘blue coal’ is prepared in six different sizes, so you can select the
size that gives best results in your iumace. Order irom us today.

ROCKLAND FUEL CO., Phone 72
Tune In On "The Shadow" Every Sunday At 4.30 P. M., Station WCSH

LEY’S MIXTURE my cough was gone.”
You can’t go wrong on BUCKLEY’S—

All grocers are co-operating with by far the largest-selling cough medicine
all gold Canada. One or two doses
dairy farmers of the country in a in
and stubborn tough hang-on coughs are
often
on their wey. And it’s only a few
nation-wide butter sale Dec. 8 to 14,
cents at druggists everywhere. Money beck
and again in January to give every If not delighted.
body opportunity to buy an extra
Carroll’s Store; in Warren at Cogan Drugs.
pound at io west prices in years.

FREESE’S

Bangor, Maine

Probably the Largest Store in the U.S.A. for a City of Less than 30,000

